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Students, bongs disappear on break

4

UPD clips record nine bongs confiscated
in housing checks of residence halls.

COMPILED BY LEANN WHITTEN........0:.ssccsceesrsee 6

Newsroom:

Arcata’s new mayor speaks up

E-mail:. thejack@humboldt.edu
Web site: www.thejack.org

Jim Test carries pet transporation issues,
alcohol ban in parks to mayor's seat.
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707.826.3271
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Are you ready for this?
sy Leann Woirren

gree work is deficient you
will have to postpone gradu-

MANAGING EDITOR

student programs and coordinator of leadership studies, is
organizing the Senior Capstone
Course.
While the course is part of
the leadership studies minor,
information on leadership and
what’s next is always applicable, Paul said.

ation and pay a $15 re-application fee.

hink you’re ready to
walk in May? Better
to

make

REGISTRATION DEADLINE
PROVES TO BE TOUGH
PART OF

—

Graduating seniors and
anyone with more than 60
units have two opportunities

sure.

WHO CAN WALK?

Undergraduate and graduate
students who receive degrees
in the summer or fall 2001, as

in the spring semester to take
the Graduate Writing Profi-

well as spring and summer

ciency Exam.

2002, are eligible to walk.

|

YOUR

SBS once

Call Paul at 826-5307
for more

-{— a

-information or a magic number.

Center and pay a $20 fee to the

WITHOUT
ADVISER

will visit the class.

application at the Testing

Don't WAIT TOO MUCH

Cashier’s Office by Feb. 7 for
the Feb. 23 test date and by

VISITING SIEMENS HALL
TWICE,

schools. An employer panel

Students must pick up an

No DEGREE CHECK Is
COMPLETE

‘She said the course helps

with career planning and grad

AND

3

Degrees are not granted automatically, even when you’ve
taken every class required (and

LONGER OR PARENTS WILL
BE BECOME ROOMIES

March 28 for the April 13
exam.
Call the Testing Center at
826-3611 for more
tion.

Arcata motels and hotels are
booked — months before the
HSU Class of 2002 graduates on
May 18.
;
Students looking to find ac-

informa-

then some.) Students should
apply for graduation at least
two semesters (not required)

Don't worry ABOUT
WHAT

commodations for family and

TO WEAR.

friends should call around to

before their expected gradua-

Students can order caps

tion date.
Students can apply once
they’ve reached junior standing (60 units).
Along with an Application
for Graduation (available in Siemens Hall 210) and a major

and gowns for $24.95 at the

contract (talk to your advisor)
students need to pay the Uni-_
versity Cashier a $30 graduation fee.

With the receipted application and contract, students re-

turn to Siemens Hall and turn
*it all in. The degree check will

be mailed to you.

After graduation, if your de-

surrounding cities.
Lodging in Eureka and
McKinleyville is still available.

HSU Bookstore.
A graduation fair is tenta-

Kent Gurley, manager of the

tively scheduled for April 3
and 4 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Hotel Arcata, said they started
taking reservations on Oct. 1
and filled up within 12 hours.
“We have quite a long wait-

Class rings can be ordered
from the HSU Bookstore at
any time, buta discount price
will be enacted during the
graduation fair. -

ing list every year,” he said.
Doris

Call the bookstore at 826-

3741 for more information.

WonrrvIns ABOUT

Woodward,

general

manager for Motel 6 in Arcata
said they have five or six rooms
for walk-in and aren’t taking
any more reservations.

_

They filled up last week, she
said.

Vicky Paul, directorof new

see Preparation, next page

EVERYTHING

A

this

BESIDES

WHAT TO WEAR?

Sees

read

Hotel Arcata filled up for graduation weekend within
12 hours and already has a lengthy waiting list.

Murder of Corey Clark still unsolved, detective hopeful
Eureka Police Department, HSU offer $4,000 reward for information on case
dent affairs. “We'fe concerned
MANAGING EDITOR

he Eureka Police De-

it’s taking so long.”
Detective Dave Parris said
some information has already
been recovered, probably be-

partment
is not alone

causeof the reward,
but the in-

in its desire to solve
Corey Clark’s murder.
The EPD and HSU are offering a $4,000 reward for informa-

formation wasn’t substantial

(to the type of people involved),”
he said.
Detective Parris said the in_ Parris said Clark’s murder is
formation gave the investigaa
tough case, but they are worktion hope, further substantiat. ing diligently. |
ing some previous leads.
“We're very grateful to see
“We are a step closer.”
HSU join us in the reward,”
Parris said he believes at

tion leading to the arrest and

=
cv

=
7

means everything

enough to pay out the reward.

convictionof the person
or persons responsible
for sociology
a4 eye
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university, with its $2,000 reward earlier this month.
“The university
signed a contract to double (the EPD reward) out of its concern
for its

students,” said Sean Kearns,
director of university communications.

Butler.
said
President
Alistair McCrone acquired
nonstate, private funds to support the reward.
“We're concerned with the

safetyof our students,”*he
said.
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shooting of Clark.
Clark was murdered on Oct.
6 in an apartment complex on
K Street in Eureka.
Parris said it’s been quite a
while since the EPD has offered
a reward.

Butler, vice president of stu-
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Preparation: Graduation ceremony on Channel 12, in Van Duzer Theatre in bad weather
® CONTINUED
FROG PREVIOUS PAGE

|

No TICKETS REQUIRED
UNLESS IT RAINS

Tickets are not required for

the outdoor ceremony in Redwood Bowl, accordingto the
Commencement Handtook
2002 (www. humboldt.edu/

~grad).
However, in the event of bad
weather each student will receive two tickets for guests to

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

ceremony can also be

WITH MORE THAN HSU

Gym.
The

vices; all 22 CSU libraries; a
credit union; obtain medical,

KEEPS YOU IN TOUCH

viewed
on television in the Van
Duzer Theatre or on cable
Channel 12.

dental and automobile insur-

Even after receiving the di-

ance through the association;

ploma cover at the ceremony,
and the diploma in the mail a

mail addresses, and use the fol-

and receive discounts.
Members — anyone who attended HSU for at least a semester — have other benefits as
well when they sign up and pay
a $35 annual membership fee.
Call 826-3132 for more infor-

lowing resources: career ser-

mation.

few months later, there is one

- A reception will follow the

more thing to think about:
HSU’s Alumni Association.
Members can keep their e-

ceremony at the University
Center Plaza for all graduates
and guests.
Some departments are planning their own receptions.

« June 30, 2001
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—_ a
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for more information.

Governor’s office
looks for fellows

California Studies at (916) 2786906 or on the Web site

The office of Governor Gray
Davis and CSU Sacramento are
looking for 18 college graduates
interested in state government
and politics.

cations are due on Feb. 27. _

The

governor’s office and

(www.csus.edu/calst). Appli-

oe
ted
Ow nh
tng So Say ing Ray
ee

Si
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ae Cee
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viewed by department and college committees.
The winners

Scholarships open
to arts students

Tues

A

This year, -up to $11,000 in
scholarships may be awarded
to HSU students.
The awards will be for $1,000
($500 per semester).
Students must be enrolled
full time to maintain eligibility.
- Applications are available in
the art, music and theater arts
department offices. The application deadline is March 11.
Applications will be re-

ty ty
i

. Visit www.fafsa.ed.gov or

www.humboldt.edu/~finaid

the visual and performing arts.

me he

' tion for Federal Student Aid.

tion, accordingto a press release.
Selected. students will work
as full-time paid professionals
in various offices and are enrolled as graduate students in
public policy and engeiletes:
tion at CSUS.
applicallonie avaaveieelie iy
calling the CSUS Center for |

St Rie

dents file their Free Applica-

reers and promote civic educa-

lished
in memory of Albert and
Mildred Van Duzer, giving preference to students majoring in

gs

For more information, visit
www.humboldt.edu/
~finaid/freeze.html.
The Financial Aid Office
also suggests continuing stu-

—

The program is designed to
prepare leaders for public ca-

will

be

an-

nounced no later than April 5.

Applications are available

see Clips, page 7
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ment for financial aid is Feb. 5.

ship Program.

Scholarship.
The scholarship was estab-

ten
ee

aid now

The last day to finalize
enroll- .

for the 2002-2003 Van Duzer

2

financial

CSUS are sponsoring the State
of California Executive Fellow-

MEDIA
MUSIC
with knowlegable, friendly staff
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Special ‘¥ Flowers
for Special Moments |
www.countrylivingfloristandgiftscom
H St. Arcata
1-800-827-8960 » 822-8967 ¢ 1309

vinyl

next

cds
dvds
tapes
vhs

day
special
orders

Humboldt's original music store
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A group for students
with questions or concerns about

the use of alcohol or other drugs.

SREANING
THE CVELE == Have you experienced
violence in your
relationship? Physical, sexual, emotional
and mental abuse are
never okay, but when you love someone who is hurting you it can
be hard to know what to do. This group is for people who are
concerned about violence in their relationships.

GETTER RELATIONSINPS §—_ Learn how to enhance your relationship
skills
in this group.
SEALING ROCM A 10-12 week group. Learn survival
skills for
healing after sexual assault or abuse.

POCO POR THOUGHT: CREATING A POSITIVE RELATIONS? WITH
008
6 888Y Explore your relationship with food, your feelings
about your body and examine the impact that society has had in these
areas to create a new more empowered approach to eating and self.

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR WORKSHOP Are you having safe sex... all the
time? Is it easy to talk about safe sex with your partner (casual or

committed)? You're invited to join a group of your peers to discuss...
ORIGP SUPPORT = The death of a loved one can impact our lives a
| great deal. This group can help you by discussing feelings
of loss.
POSITIVE LIVING This group will provide tips to better manage

pain and stress, as well as support and insight from others living
with chronic illness and pain.
PARENTS SUPPORT Being a parent AND being in college yourself
can be stressful. Meet others who are dealing with similar issues.

Get educated,
supported and nurtured.

ANOER MAMAOEIAERT WORKSOP =—_ Learn more about this
challenging emotion to develop positive outlets, better
communication skills, personal boundaries and alternative behaviors.

advised of criminal conse-

2:40 p.m. Officers contacted a

seemingly agitated
man pacing
up and down the hallway
of the
old music building. The man
was given a 626.6 trespassing
advisement* and escorted off
campus.
’
*UPD officers issue a 626.6

trespassing advisement to nonstaff/faculty,
nonstudents
when they don’t belong on campus or are acting suspiciously.
If the person returns within
seven days, officers can arrest
them for violating the advisement. This helps keep unwanted parties off campus,
UPDOfficer Robert Schmeltzer
said.
Tuesday, Dec. 11
1:10 a.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from the Jolly
Giant Commons.
1:48 a.m. A disturbed resident

did not appreciate the chanting
in Pepperwood
Hall. Officers
contacted the
chanter who
agreed to shut
up.
8:05

a.m.

Someone reported
a
“purple
painted ghost
- figure” on the

quences if conduct continues.
Wednesday, Dec.12
,
1:19 a.m. A man was arrested
on suspicion of drunken driving, possession of less than one
ounce of marijuana, resisting

arrest, driving with a suspended license, four or more
subsequent convictions within

7 years, violation of probation
and two additional warrants.

Officer Schmeltzer: said the
man faked a seizure and struck

LET'S TALK ABOUT SEXUALITY) §=— This group is for students
who
identify as lesbion, gay, bisexual, and transgender and for
those who are in the process of thinking about (or questioning)
their sexuality and would like a safe place to talk.

and

Psychelegical
Services, Student Health Center

ee

6:21 a.m. A Pepperwood Hall
resident reported a suspicious
man in the lounge area of the

building.
An officer responded and determined the man to be a resident who was wearing a mask

working on an art project.
11:58 a.m. A computer was.
reported stolen from the Natural Resources building.

5:19 p.m. Someone reported a

person trying to steal toys from
the Toys for Tots tree near the
Financial Aid Office in the Student and Business Services
building.
Thursday, Dec. 13

8:26 a.m. The Greenhouse
was reported burglarized. A
case was initi-

Weeks

ated.

0

8:45 a.m. A
‘large and loose
pit bull marked

This Semesters) ture
tbrary
furnias his terQO

To sign up for any of these groups come te Counseling

ene

officers when they tried to load
him on a gurney.

This

FING YOUR BLISS A stress reduction workshop

ae
EE

pect.

aT

The Depot regarding sticking
cups in the pool table holes.
Those involved in the illegal
activity were admonished and

Oe Se

officer meet with patrons of

Campus Marketplace. Officers
checked the area but were unable to locate the female sus-

ee
ee
Ce
ee aT

MOT CHARLIE’S ANOELS = An empowerment and emotional support
group for women who challenge traditional gender roles.

1 p.m. Someone requested an

reported stolen from the South

see UPD, page9

ong Tally
Final Fall Tally: 16
Winter Break Tally: 9
eeber eae
Lee AG
PRAGGAGAM

e

This workshop will help students understand

ee

ewes ousTeRs

in Wagner Lot.

a

a

cement portion of eid light post

Finals Week:
Monday, Dec. 10
10:17 a.m. Food products were
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APPLY NOW
for the
Fish and Game
Warden Cadet

ee
ee
a

ee

ee ee ee eeea

a

EXAM
: 60 semester college units, 18 of which must
(Above)
Work contin-

be biological sciences, police science or law enforcement,
AND a
field ed
ecology, or relat
natural resources conservation,
valid drivers license. For complete requirements, see

<

ues near

i

htm!
woww.dfo.ca.gov/hrb/pages/currentdfgexams

Forbes
Complex.

Mail the apolication to: Department of Fish and Game,
Attentionn: Exam Unit P.O.Box 944209, Sacramento, CA
94244-2090.

The stairs

You MUST include 2 State of California Application (form 678)
which
can be
downloaded from the State Personnel Board website at

near Sunset

Hall are

complete.

(wome.anb.ca.cey).
For more information, please contact Human Resources

infrastructure

at (016) 653-8120

improvements
roll on
Sequoia Mall is closed to traffic from Laurel Drive
to the Library entrance.
Expect the University Center/The Depot area to be
fenced off through spring 2002 as the building is exon the north side.
—

CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
TO SICK IT TO YA.
LIKE
‘

books .
textng
Shopforpi
tae

e

ERE

TO

Clips: CSU favors state budget plan
© Continuen
FROM PAGE 5

Budget proposal
meets enroliment
Governor Gray Davis has
proposed a $116.9 million, or 4.5
percent, general fund increase
—~
for the CSU system.
The release of the 2002-2003
budget plan earlier this month

means full funding for CSU en-

en

rollment growth if approved.

The proposal includes an

$87.9

million

increase

re-

quested by the CSU to fund an
additional 12,030 full- time
equivalent students expected to
enroll in 2002-20083.

The CSU system didnot re-

ceive the money it requested for
a 4 percent employee compensation increase. The
plan only provides a 1 percent
increase.

According to the Public Af-

be a sore

Idn’t
]

:

ee

e

You'll find what you need and.
you'll get it up to 50% OFF. Plus,
,
ai you'l experience convenient
a day, 7
24 hours
~ online

fairs Office of CSU Chancellor
CharlesB. Reed, the budget proposal was welcomed, but CSU
leaders remain cautious about
the revisions necessary to close
an estimated $12 billion state
budget deficit.
The final outcome of. the budget will come after a budget
analysis by the legislative
analyst’s office in February and
a series of legislative budget
hearings.
In May, the governor will sub-

a week. No lines. No waiting.
days

Plus, ecampus.com has one of the largest
in the world!
_ used book selections

Want more cash back? Sell your books
“Godard

Boge tah

mit a revised budget and after
more hearings and legislative

ored
is expect
votes, the govern
to approve the budget by July
1, the first day of the new fiscal
year.
For more information, visit
wwvw.dof.ca.gov/HTML/

Ltesson

BUD_DOCS/Bud_link.htm or

een

www.calstate.edu/budget/.
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2002 Hyundai

ELANTRA

$12,995

5

TO erate

Comes standard with P/W. P/L, A/C. tilt,
AM/FM stereo cass, front & side air bags
plus a whole lot more. #264924, 258285,
273046, 254709, 268435.

2001 Hyundai

SONATA

(TIBURON

$ 17,99
5
FROM

FROM

4 TO CHOOSE
_

Ve

2002 Hyundai
IT SELLS FOR JUST

‘ STARTING AT JUST

HYUNDAS

It’s here! Are you looking for a mid-sized car?
And you’re considering a Toyota Camry,
Honda Accord or Nissan Maxima? You must

Cael

qf

%

;

darn

f

yaevaa’

emer

h|

§ 2002 Hyundai

(SANTA

,

|

| sweptscoun

NS

FE.

Great

3

- | §election

Factory Rebate

eePernt
te ag hn
h pe emerichttceiews
>I

3,

2

«

Ss

test drive the new Hyundai Sonata GLS.
#528007,

517050, 542880, 555681.

#235436

See ALL the VALUE |) /U:\\.\/ has to offer & still Sacked
by America’s 225 WAV ST % Hyundai Advantage™
Year

‘Year

100,000 Mile
ti-rust

Unlimited Miles
2 4-Hr. Road Side |
Assistance

A
TS EUREKA
-

3

;

Year.

60,000 Mile
_Bumper-toBumper Coverage

Ee yp
- HYUNDAI
* 707-443-4861
e
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cated from Redwood and Sunset halls and is slated for destruction.

Officers advised the loud

berjack reported being an-

for destruction.

Hall room.

noyed by someone in Forbes

11:56 a.m. Various mushrooms were found in a
Creekview/Redwood Manor

and advised the annoying per-

Hall room. The matter will be

Monday, Jan. 7
9:39 a.m. Three bongs and a

11:22 p.m. Minutes later, same

exact story.

Saturday, Dec. 22
,
protest and the threat of being
*Readers: the mass quantiarrested for disturbing the
_
ties
of paraphernalia
and conpeace.

10:25 a.m. A Canyon resident
Friday, Dec. 14
reported
being assaulted on
11:15 a.m. A powdery subDec. 13. The victim requested
stance inside a package rean officer document the inciceived in the Student and Busident and will contact Housing
ness Services building was reand Dining Services.
ported.
A responding officer and . .
Wednesday, Dec. 19
employee of Environmental
1:39 p.m. A.pipe was confisHealth and Services detercated from the Jolly Giant Commined it was a gluing agent.
mons and is slated for destruction.
10:51 p.m. Someone reported
two piecesof paper
in the Art
3:05 p.m. Cash was reported
Building had inappropriate
stolen from the donation box in
things written on them.
the Greenhouse.
Saturday, Dec. 15
4:51 p.m. A textbook was re3:31 a.m. A caller reported
ported stolen from a backpack
someone mistaking a Canyon

teat
isity
a8 Oly De

Complex. An officer responded

traband about
to be reportedas
confiscated are because of winter break housing checks.
If you didn’t know this, you
are not alone. Many residents
have returned to their rooms to
find a lot missing.

10:25 a.m. Four bongs were
found and confiscated
from the
Creekview/Redwood Manor
halls.
-

10:55 a.m. Two

marijuana

pipes and one bong were confiscated and slated for destruction
during housing checks.
.

10:57 a.m. A housing

em-

ployee found marijuana scat-

son of appropriate conduct.

handled administratively.

small amount of marijuana
were confiscated
from Redwood

12:27 p.m. An illegal knife
was
confiscated
from
a

Hall and are slated for destruc-

Creekview/Redwood Manor

tion and is slated for destruc-

Hall room.

tion.

Sunday, Dec. 23
5:10 p.m. Mom wanted to
know where Redwood
Hall resi-

dent/son was because he
hadn’t come home for break
yet. Officers contacted the resident and advised him to call his
mother.
Monday, Dec. 31
3:03 p.m. Someone reported

the smellof marijuana lurking
in the Theatre Arts building
hallway. —
Officers checked the area
where the smell was still faintly

Wednesday,
Jan. 9
8:32 a.m. The early bird gets
the bong. No more wake and
bake for a Redwood Hall resident whose bong was.confis-

cated.

.

|

Tuesday, Jan. 15

|

9:39 p.m. A man was arrested
on suspicion of drunken driving. His son was arrested
on
suspicion
of providing an officer with false information.
- and warrants.
~ compen
By Leann Woerrran
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10:21 p.m. A pipe was confis-

resident of the complaint who.
finally went to his room under

photograph

9:40 p.m. A Marching Lum-

11:30 a.m, A marijuana
plant
was found growing in a Canyon

Ri

being

wanted

Se

Sunday, Dec. 16
3:35 a.m. Officers responded
to the report of loud noises and

screaming
coming from a Redwood/Sunset hall room.

when someone reported an un-

Saturday, Jan. §

to a pick up a bong confiscated |

hei

cumstance
case was initiated

locate the source.

handled administratively.

oe © path

men defecation
is funny, STOP.

_its owner. A case was initiated. :

12:05 p.m. A suspicious cir-

. Hall room. The matter will be

11:04 p.m. Officers responded

noticeable but were unable to

a

cated the dog and returned
it to

Whoever
is telling the fresh-

tered on a desk in a Canyon

i See GRE

’ ritory and ran out. Officers lo-

Hail resident's
door as a toilet. in the

Cage
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ful,” she said. _
For example, there is a

six years.

.

someone

months

.

— book early.

pHoTo

Outdoor weddings are
County, Tafoya said.
“A lot of people have
Steers

the ceremony outside and

the reception either in-

Sens

doors or indoors and out-

MacKay
counTasy or Euzasatn

Point State Park. There is no cost to reserve this site.
“Often a band is the
suggested looking at
doors,” she said.
price or less expensame
www.humboldtmusic
She said there. are

many area bands who
will play at weddings and

.com for contactsandfor‘ mats.

sive as getting a DJ,” she

said.

tation issu
Jim Test pushes transpor
Test said he has
pay,” Test

sy Eu Austin
EDITOR IN CHIEF

ayor Jim Test
came to Arcata
e..-2
oO
m
the
in
,
Ponxsutawney, Penn.
because
°10s
early

y”
too small.
was wne
“Ponxsuta
Test has been involved in city
committees for more than 20
years.
“When I looked to see what

work for the same
said.
Members of the City Council
get a stipend of $300 a month
for their service.
They work full-time jobs
while serving on the council.
Test is the general manager
of the Bug Press, a commercial
print shop that prints labels for
many of the microbreweries in
Humboldt County.
The position of mayor means
taking telephone calls, helping
put the agenda together and

rming all the ceremonial
was going on in the elections, I ~ perfo
duties, such as leading council
think there was anyone

didn’t
who was a strong candidate,”
Test said. “So I decided to run.

I'd been working on the fringes

and decided it was time to move
up front.”
Test has served on the Arcata
' City Council for seven years.
is his second
re

ee

ar

Shaka

term

nied

as

see

“I spend at least an hour a

day at City Hall now,” he said.
He said the difficulty of juggling two jobs is what spurred
the council to shorten the once
two-year term to one year.
Connie
Councilwoman
Stewart. just finished her sec-

wirayor, t

3

anaes

sos

sooo

e-o

RE
aa

planning weddings — reducing stress, sometimes

Renée Jiji and Jason Cooley enjoy a beautiful ceremony at Wedding Rock in Patrick's

mayor
Council elects new es,
ban on

This

at

area,” she said.
Tafoya said she enjoys

ceptions and ceremonies

popular -in Humboldt

~

family and friends
see the

a

Se

ues — places to hold re-

_—

“It’s a great excuse for

She said bands and ven°

SNe

get married.

ore

the same

goals as mayor as when he was

a councilman.
As mayor, Test has the same
vote as other councilmembers.
And, he said, just because he
helps put the agenda together
does not mean he gets to put
something on the agenda just
‘because he likes it.
“I’m trying to get pedestrian

and bicyclist facilities on equal
footing as cars,” he said.
He said he feels very strongly

about transportation issues.

_ He has been on the Humboldt
County Association of Government for six years, takinga role
in the regional transportation
board, which divvies up money
for city street maintenance.
He said he was one of the opponents of the proposed overpass at the Indianola Cutoff.
“The first reason is for envi-

She said weddings and
wedding resources on the

North Coast are different
than in the Bay Area.

peoplecreate a ritual that
is unique and meaningful
to them,” she said.

alcohol in parks

one on Seventh Street) would
take up a lot of land.
“The most noticeable thing
in the bay, one of the most beautiful resources we have, would
be a freeway bridge.
“Second, (an overpass like
that) would make the only access points (to the freeway)
Fourth Street and the Indianola
Cutoff. Everyone in between
will have lost Bayside.”
Test said he fully supports
Arcata Police Chief Chris
_ Gallagher’s proposed ban on

alcohol in the Arcata Commu-

nity Forest and all other Arcata
parks.
.

cutting costs, and matching clients to vendors.
“I love to see how

Stewart suggested in the Dec.

19 council meeting that a “lowcost if not free and easily accessible” permit be available for
responsible citizens who may
want to drink. .
Test said he is amenable to

” , eeCensee ban.
he, ajd.,
ronmental reasons,

i tng
A Tae

three

ahead,” she said. “But I
don’t
reccommend
only
three
months.”

Ri

and wedding planner for

eT

Tamra Tafoya, a caterer

plan

—

Fo

ing.

be“Our area is unique
cause
there are a lot more
personal touches,” she
said. “At Lola’s (by the
Minor Theatre), she
makes custom dresses.
. Andy and Lisa from the
Farmer’s Market grow
and arrange flowers.
You’re not going to find
that in the Bay Area.”
She said a couple who
graduated from HSU
wanted to come back to

council experience was when
he was. elected mayor the first

:
time.
“We had elected a majority of
Green (party members) to the
council,” he said. “They said
there was no access to the council because of the time limits,
so my first act as mayor was to
eliminate time limits (for
people to address the council.)
“We were there listening to
the oral session until 2 a.m.”

5

eee
en
e

and also do floral arrang-

It may not be that easy,

planning.
“I’ve seen

NE ae Aen

- wide selection of area

Love is in the air. It isa
new year
and a fresh start
with that special someone.
Let’s get married this

’ Some weddings take
more than 18 months of

Sa

EDITOR IN CHIEF

ts

“The weddings
here are
unique and less stress-

tg

ev Eni Austin

' summer

EE

unique

What is popular, economical,

gS MR i

do us part:

“ag Oe:plage

ee

Til death

Getting married on the North Coast;

He said the council contin-

ued for nine months with no
time limits before the Green

council members asked the

time limits be restored.
Community members have
10 minutes each to address the
council during council meetings on matters concerning

them.

:

The council meets twice a
month on Wednesday nights.
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mmunity
“ty’s not a

Peacemakers up for
grant nominations

Seats open on
Eureka boards

Nominations are sought for a
$4,000 biannual grant awarded

eral board vacancies.

port are due by Jan. 31.

Preservation Commission (alternate seat), Housing Author-

.

The-city of Eureka has sev-

-Mayor Nancy Fleming will
to an individual who makes expeace — accept applications for the folto ons
emplary contributi
lowing appointmentsto boards
in the community.
Peacemaker nominations or commissions until filled:
Board of Appeals, Historic
‘along with 20 signatures of sup-

‘hunting permit
| for an elusive

The Humboldt County Peace-

Advisory Board and the Open

Coast’s public television station.

nity Services District or Hum-

Laws buckle down

on children's safety

ARCATA & MAD RIVER TRANSIT

SYSTEM

California’s child restraint
laws changed on Jan. 1. The
Arcata Police Department is
nsof.
to be aware
asking citize
help
to
the new laws aimed
families in the community.
Vehicle code section 27360
requires children be properly
secured

in a child restraint

(safety seat or booster, depending on age and size of child)
until they are at least six years

822-3775

old or weigh 60 pounds.
The only exception is when
the child weighs more than 40
pounds and is riding in the
backseat of a vehicle with only
a lap belt.

until 10 PM,

Staff or Student I.D.
will get you anywhere in
ARCATA absolutely FREE!

Take the bus “in Arcata it’s the best thing going” .

NOW Offering Greyhound Tickets
and Package Express Services

, For More Information Call:
1-800-231-2222 or.www.greyhound.com

Art ‘and Culture Commission,

Harbor Commission, Housing
Space Parks and Recreation
Commission.

Eligible applicants will be a
qualified register elector of
Eureka, the Humboldt Commu-

Eureka or call 441-4172.
For more information, call

the city clerk at 441-4175 or visit
www.eurekawebs.com/

cityhall.cityclerk.cfm.

Vacancy on open
space committee

der belt under the arm or be-

hind the back, the parent or

pacity to the council and city .

other

altered

code,

27360.5, requires that children
younger than 16 be properly
secured in a child restraint or
vehicle safety belt.
If the child places the shoul-

driver may be cited.
The fine for a first offence of

failing to properly restrain childrenis $200 per child, plus penalty assessments and one point
added to the driving record.
The fine for a second.or sub-

sequent offense is $250 per
child, plus penalty assessments, along with one point on
the driving record.
For more information visit
www.carseat.org, call the
Humboldt Department of
Health and Human Services
Public Health Branch at 4456210 or Officer John Packer at
622-2428.

-

boldt County Service Area No.
3; or be the owner of a business
located within the city limits of
Eureka.
Qualified noncity residents.
require a four-fifths vote of the
council.
Members receive no compensation and shall not hold any
paid office or employment in
the city government.
Pick up applications from the
mayor’s office on 531 K St. in

The deadline for applying to
the Open Space Committee has
been extended. Applications
are due by 5 p.m. on Feb. 1.
The Arcata City Council is
asking for a community member to serve in an advisory ca-

The

Your HSU Faculty,

ity, Parking Place Commission,

maker Prize will be awarded
May 19.
Nomination Gems are jae
able by calling 269-4205.
The Peacemaker Prize is organized by Eureka clergy and
religious communities in part-

nership with KEET, the North

Extended hours

.

Clips

("Words of Wisden
trem The Lumberjact

staff in matters that relate to
policies affecting open space.
‘The term would expire June
30, 2003.
The Open Spate Committee
holds regular meeting on the

second Monday of every month
at 6 p.m.

Applicants must be an
Arcata resident, property
owner, or work or own a

li-

censed business within the city
limits.
Committee members serve
without compensation.
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Web site keeps companies in check

Netcomplaints.com
Henry
Drs. Mark & Martha

or present a solution that they

sy Cunistine Bansan

feel would rectify their comOPINION EDITOR
Many people have been in the

situation were they are dissatisfied with a product, a service
or even a school.
;
With the help of Netcomplaints.com anyone can have
the opportunity to log on and

’

plaint.
‘Weaver said he hopes by posting this information
in the public forum, companies and consumers can log on and see what

people are saying.

posted for the public.

riences on products and services and will

:

Savorites

|

l expens
persona
and io
of opin

Seven years

1781 Central Avenue, Suite ¢ * McKinleyville

This will serve consumers
helping them get a wide variety

fill out a complaint, which is
;

° personals
° interactive calenda
e all your ‘Jack

Wallis “(Clients) can sign serve compa-

ago,

Weaver ordered up on our Web site, nies to help fafour

cilitate change.

Micron

“it’s advanta-

computers fora get an account, view
complaints

was the
he s
busines
starting

seous for them
if they're willing
to
be

and

from

his home in fespond.”
Dione Armstrong ‘esponsive,”
Willow Creek.

his computers reached their expiration date.
Every three months he said
he
had
to replace
the
motherboard — or the main database of the computer — because of technical failures.

After expressing his concern,
he said he was told by.a Micron
employee that because these
problems had started while the
computer was under warranty,
Micron would continue to ser-

vice these computers as though
they were still under warranty.
Well, Micron didn’t and the
employee that had made this

refused

promise

to return

calls, Weaver said.
That’s when Weaver came up

with the idea of Netcomplaints.
com.
“Our coverage is different in
that we’re not just problem oriented,” Weaver said.

What makes Netcomplaints.
com unique is that along with

ie

Armstrong,

director of marketing and promotions for Netcomplaints
.com and geography senior.
“(Clients) can sign up on our
Web site, get an account, view

a RRR"

ried when the warranties on

Dione

said

marketing and promotions

ont NO

‘

the complaints and respond,”

Armstrong said.
Netcomplaints.com, based in
Arcata, has been on the Web for
a year.
“(Netcomplaints is) ready to
move into the phase where
we're ready to market it,”

Rae

Weaver said
he became wor-

Weaver said.
Weaver said he has many
plans for the future of the busi-

ness. The only thing stopping
him is lack of finances.

“We're not impressed with
what our competitors have
done,” Weaver said. “Conceptu-

ally, we’re way ahead of everyone who’s trying to do this.”
Weaver said in the future he
hopes to implement a program

that will display a timeline of
the complaints and the statis-

a complaint, there is another
box in which the user can make
suggestions for improvement

tics of where complaints come

from by state, country and city.
For more information, see
www.netcomplaints.com.

r Chavez
Clips: Service awarals,dsbusinhono
ess and community

© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
Interested persons may contact the city manager’s office at

822-5953 or pick up an application at City Hall.

Chavez honored

with service grants

Davis
Gray
Governor
awarded more than $4 million

in grants for 64 Cesar Chavez

Day service projects across the
state.

On April 1 — designated
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memorate the legacy of Cesar

WORSHIP

.

;

embodied, according to a press
release from the governor’s office.
‘The Cesar Chavez Healthy
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Community Action Agency in
Eureka will receive $143,789.
For a full list of grants visit
www.chavezday.ca.gov.
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of difference?

( Last year

we

made

60,000

pounds

q

—

of It )

tis bidiliiibae we cebite tomate hla ed Slsnad Gusti boned do0n
pounds of certified organic coffee, representing
almost one square mile of

sustainable
land use.

Thanks to you, our customers and friends, we are able to continue supporting
fair traded,certified organic and shade grown coffee production in the developing
- world.
WWW.SACRED-GROUNDS.COM

_ Want to know why we think this is so important? Take a look and see for yourself.

What is Organic Coffee?
Coffee is the second most traded commodity in the world—and it is damaging our planet. That's because commercial
coffee
_{s also one of the world's most sprayed crops, and its fields are encroaching on thousands of acres of virgin rain forest.
Organic coffee, however, is grown without the dangerous pesticides and chemical fertilizers that are commonly used on
large, commercial plantations. Instead, it is grown sustainably, with attention paid to the health of people and the environment.

_ Why Certify?
Without certification, organic coffee
and consumes
more time and labor.
certification, the small farmers who
the only way to defend the meaning

would not exist. Organic coffee produces less yield per acre than commercial coffee,
The certification process is also long, complicated, and expensive. But, without organic
grow organic coffee would never get paid for their efforts. Furthermore, certificationis
of the term aa? ws ber siacploce. Anyone can say that their coffee is organic, but

certification is the only way to guarantee that the coffee we sell is exactly what we say it is~100% organic.

That's whywe are happy to submit to the audits and on-site inspections of Quality Assurance International-- and proud that
all of our coffee is certified organic.

Save the Forest?

.

Misty Sontes ccihtrtbente to the destruction of ihe cain Soceate and colfse is one of them. Millions of acres are devoted to
growing row upon row of commercial coffee, creating an ecological desert.

- ‘That's why Sacred Grounds buys nothing but shade-grown coffee. Shade-grown
coffee is grown under diversified

shade cover—in and around the existing forest that is the natural habitat of hundreds of species of migratory song birds.

Re

These same birds, in turn, act as a natural defense against the bugs and pests that can ruin a coffee crop.
3 ee
ee ee
nee Fervers .including people like us.

me
“Let's face it. Money talks. Yet, for millions of third-world farmers, it stays eerily silent. The very people who produce
some
> + of-our favorite things live in abject poverty. How can we expect them to think of things like "he environment” when they are
' starving? Obviously, something has to change.
That's why Sacred Grounds was one of the very first members of TransFair USA, an independent, nonprofit organization that
Fair Trade across the globe. Fair Trade improves the lives of small coffee farmers by guaranteeing them a fair price
ee
ee
ee ee rarer
ey
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Want to make

The Freshwater Creek weir (top right) is constructed
with a concrete foundation and roughly a dozen steel
d raised to restrict and
gates that can be lowereand
open the flow of water passing through the weir.
ct
Ben Beaver, Americorps’ Watershed Stewards Proje
weir
member (top left), checks the Freshwater Creek
a net.
ead
with
for salmon and steelh

Stewards

Patrick Righter, Americorps’
Project member (bottom),
wier.
ht
in the
caug

a large

measures

.

|

salmon

HSU students and faculty aid
Freshwater Creek’s chinooks

sory group, was formed in 1969 by area
civic organizations, sport and commer-

ay Naruan Ruston
SCIENCE EDITOR
With the help of winter’s heavy rains

and high water, Freshwater Creek's na-

tive and endangered coho salmon re-

turned in record numbers this spawn-

ash

ing season.
But returns for the

ok’s fishha

threatened chinook
salmon are down and
some HSU students
and faculty are getting
irivolved at Freshwater.
Creek’s fish hatchery
to help boost those
numbers.
Freshwater Creek’s
90-year-old weir — an
enclosure in the waterway built to trap fish —
is located near the
small rural town of
Freshwater, which lies
between Eureka and
Arcata on Old Arcata Road.
The trap and adjacent hatchery facility is run through a cooperative effort
of the Humboldt Fish Action Council,
the Department of Fish and Game and
the Americorps’ Watershed Steward’s

actual-fish

said.

Program.

cial fisherman and community business members.
Since the organization's beginning

HFAC has been dedicated to restoring
and enhancing native salmon and steelhead populations in the tributaries of
Mumboldt Bay, particularly Freshwater
Creek, according to HFAC’s
Web site.
Although Freshwater
Creek is home to estab-

other species infrequently
make their way into the
stream to utilize it for

spawning, including chum

and pink salmon.
In December, the biolowhend a
gists were surprise

— apparmale pink salmon
pedin
trap
ently lost — was
the weir In January, a fe-

male

.

.
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salmon

was

trapped...
They were reléased
above

the trap to complete their life cycle and
other.
lly
find each
hopefu

Ascale sample was taken from one of
the pinks and sent away to the DF&G
lab for testing to determine the origin
of the stray fish.

Fish Action Council,
The Humboldt
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Salmon: Funding, weather challenges weir operation
© COMTIMUED
PROM PREVIOUS PAGE

no other trapping facilities on
the North Coast that can do
that.”
Roelofs
said they would like
to be able to trap 100 percent
of the fish entering
the watershed.
Oneof the central problems
that the hatchery faces is the
flow of water that goes over
the weir or through secondary
canals during high flows,
which allows fish to pass by

Cases
American Bulo

the

Oe

et

Screamin’ Twins eee
Oysters
Full Bar * Martinis *

ene

415 H Strat * Pacate Plays * 822-4766

Sea im

said operates
“on a shoe-string
budget” comes from numer-

it

ous sources.
They received a $23,000
grant last year from the state

Intensive
P
ere a

being

“There's funding out there,”
Roelofs said. “We haven’t
been
aggressive enough.”
Money for the trap and
hatchery facility that Roelofs

Dinner from Spm * (Closed Mondays)

Licrbal

without

finding money to pay for them.

ogee oe
Great Wine List

St

trap

counted or tagged.
Raising
the level of the weir
and building barriers on side
channels to prevent salmon
from swimming around the
trap are projects Roelofs said
he would like to see completed.
But there is still the matterof

Our Second Anniversary
, unwind & enjoy

Make

Bothyvell

from money gerierated, in
part, by the DF&G’s sale of en-

Immerse yourself in the

* Materia Medica

with this 150-hour
program designed for
the serious herb student.
Rosemary Gladstar’s
home study course will
be included as text for

¢ Medicine Making

this course.

hancement stamps that California salmon anglers must

¢ Herbal Therapeutics

world of healing plants

www. thejack.ong + The Lumberack * www. thefect.ong ¢ The Lunsbeeck

purchase along with their fish-

“My work and my
play are so tightly
interwoven.”
Terry Roelofs
ing license.
Significant grants also come
from Pacific Lumber, which
also contributes manpower for
some projects.

Roelofs said what really
keeps the trap and hatchery
running successfully are the
many community members
who volunteer their time.
“We count on a lot of people
who aren’t being paid,” Roelofs
said.

Roelofs said HFAC has seen

salmon leaving the stream
the ocean.
forded
hea
The information will allow

researchers

to determine

which fish come from what particular tributary.
The DF&G’s SRAMP research at Freshwater Creek
was selected by the DF&G to illustrate a model watershed.

Roelofs integrates the trap

and hatchery facility and the
adjacent watershed into his
(Freshwater
430 class ies
Fisher
Fish Ecology.)
Roelofs’ students conduct
stream surveys and food-web
analysis on the upper main
stem of Freshwater Creek.
' “My work and my play are so
tightly interwoven,” Roelofs
said.

a real change of direction in
the last few years that has it
expanding
beyond the hatchery
role and increasing scientific
study of the Freshwater Creek
watershed.
_ There are numerous scientific studies currently being
conducted within the Freshwater watershed by HSU students
and professors.

Roelofs said one student's re-search involves placing down-

stream migrant traps on all of
the major tributaries to Freshwater Creek.
The devices trap juvenile

¢ Wild Foods
¢ Herbal First Aid
e Flower Essences

¢ Herb Gardening
and the Magic and
Spirit of Plants.
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dark spout seen like safer

sex and sexually transmitted infections,
you better brighten up.

Did you know that there are over 30 STIs?
Most are easy to treat if diagnosed early.

Plastic, tubes (top) are used to hold the salmon and
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ensure the fish have plenty of oxygen and fresh, clean creek water.
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and will continue for five con-

secutive Tuesdays. Sessions

begin at$p.m. and end at 6 p.m.

“The course will assist ranch-

ngh
a ranc
ers with developi

Water Resources Control
Board.
To receive more information
or to register for the course, call
Gary Markegard at the U.C.
Cooperative Extension Office
at 445-7351.
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Tree-pruning workshop
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‘HSU was: ranked by the National Wildlife Federationtobe
g ‘'sleadingunithe nation
amon
versities for environmental
performance in a variety of

untary livestock producer pro
gram —_r Lad the State
x

which starts at 11 a.m. and ends _
;
“at approximately 12:30 p.m.

scheduled for Saturday
ie pecoarsanaad teat pli
Deborah Girard, University
of California Plant Science ticipants wear old shoes or
r,
t her boots if the weather has been
conduc
willse
Farm Advi
sige sicarcommmiasianuatialndd
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programs.

There is no cost for the workshop (donations accepted),

|

The report— released last
month— is based on a survey
of nearly 900 public, private
and specialized institutions, an
HSU Office of University Com-

munications news bulletin re-ported.
for
HSU received recognition
leadership in academic programs, supporting and evaluating faculty on environmental
studies, energy efficiency and
conservation, recycling and
transportation programs.
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City granted $23,000
to clear away brush

selection

best

frames!

PRICESII!
XCELLENT SERVICE!!!
BEST

Accordingto a Cityof Arcata
Environmental Services press
release, the city received
$23,000 as partof the Urban Interface Fire Fuel Reduction
Grant.
The grant awarded to Arcata
is a partnership with the California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection to remove

GET

ON

ITI

dense “understory” vegetation

and invasive non native plants
along the perimeter of the
Arcata Community Forest and

within 100 feet of the forest

road system.
The grant will fund a chipper
and a crew to remove the vegetation, which will create a protection zone between the forest
and residential areas.

Water quality class
set for ranchers
The

Universityof California
Extension,
Cooperative

Agiriculture and Natural Resource office wants landowners.
and ranchers who want to
-Jearn how to identify waterquality issues on their rangeland to attend its Ranch Water

Quality course.

U.C. Coop- the g
to in
Accord
erative Extension news release,
the six-session “shortcourse”
will be held at the Ag Center in
Eureka beginning on Tuesday

445-2079

IVEY

Mon - Fri: 9 -5:30
2039 Harrison Ave.
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up to 52 miles per galion driving in the city and 45
miles

per galion

on the highway.

702 autos arrive
Newest fuel-efficient and low-polluting

cars available for sale on North Coast
ay NatHan

Rusnron

: ide (CO) and oxides of nitrogen

SCIENCE EDITOR

The 2002 vehicle models have.

Keys to Celebrative Living

been rolled out onto the North
Coast’s auto dealer’s lots and
showrooms.
Area consumers looking for
fuel-efficient, low-polluting automobiles have many options
this year. Among the 2002 cars
for sale includes a gas/batteryassisted hybrid car manufactured by Toyota.
The California Air Resource
Board’s
Web
site
(www.arb.ca.gov) offers guidance for shoppers who need
help making sense out of the
emissions standards of the
newer vehicles.
California emmission standards are rated based on hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monox-

aFREE

Event with Breakfast
SATURDAY

«@ FEB.9

9:00 A.M. TO 11:00 A.M.
Program starts early — be on time!
featuring
“Attitudinal Chiropractor”

Rod Brayfindley

|

(NO).
According to the ARB, all
newer California cars have advanced emission control systems, but many cars are designed to produce even lower
levels of emissions.
Vehicles that have 70 percent
cleaner emissions than the average new 2002 model year car
are classified as Low-Emission
Vehicle (LEV).
Cars that are 85 percent
cleaner are classified as Ultra-

Low-Emission
Vehicle (ULEV).
Automobiles that
are 95 per- .
cent cleaner than the average

2002 model year cars areclassified as Super-Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle (SULEV).
Toyota’s
2002 Prius vehicle, a

SULEV rated vehicle, exceeds
see SULEV,
next page

HUMORIST and SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR
from The Church of the Joyful Healer

Presentation also by
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McKinleyville Karate Dojo
AZALEA

HALL

1620 PICKETT RD., McKINLEYVILLE
:

Central Ave. to Pickett Rd.

Free Child Care on Site.
No reservations required. For more information call
839-JOY § OR
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g
city driving
during in
burn

conditions.
_ “Tt has been a very well refeatures a 1.5 liter, 4-cylinder
David
gy,”
said
gasoline
engine and an electric ceived technolo
Hussey, Mid-City Motorworild’s
‘motor with its own battery.

the standards
for emissions. It

|

a Dealer’s master techni- .
Electricity
is generated and . Toyot
stored when the gas engine is cian.
Unlike most newly purin operation and is fed back
the delivery of
into the system to reduce fuel chased vehicles,
the Prius is done with one of
Toyota's
master technicians to
familiarize owners with the

new car.
Hussey said the reason is “to

make (the new owner) comfort-

Activism and Social Justice

able with a car that doesn’t

Experiential Education: Stories fro
with Terrorism through Education a
Education Empowering Students - Pu
Engaging in Service Learning + The Li
and Everyday Terrorism in Classrooms

Well-Educated Teacher in a Social De
Coverage of the War in Afghanistan

Multicultural Education|

Muslim and Immigrant Students Speak Out! - Whits
Working with Urban Youth of Color - Disabled for a D
Critiquing History Texts on Diversity Issues - Identifying Jer Own
Biases as Teachers - Deaf Education in the Classroom + ServiceLearning Featuring the Vision of Cesar Chavez + Exploring Laos and

Educational Policyon the North Coast

School Choice, Charter Schools, and Homeschooling - Meet the

Candidates for Humboldt County Superintendent of Schools.- One

Lao Culture (including the Hmong, Mien and Lao) -

School District's Accountability Action Plan - Tackling High-Stakes
Testing in North Coast.Schools

Science, Mathematics, and

Murder in a Math Classroom + Children's Ideas in

Scien

Gender / Sexual Orientation in Schools

The Feminist Classroom + Incorporating Women's Lives into
K-12 Classrooms + Youth Educating About Homophobia Humboldt Area Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Students Speak Out Being an Openly Gay Student in a Rural High School - Writing
.
Workshop for Queer Youth

- Hands-On

Science Projects for your Classroom or Home + Calculator Topics for
Elementary Teachers - Youth-Led Computer Training through
ent - Math Concepts Through Picture Books
ip
and Empowerm
Mentorsh

North Coast Education Summit

2002
q

BILL AYERS
Universityof tHlinois

MARGO OKAZAWA-REY
co
San FrancisState

KIRK READ
Activist
and or
Auth

JENNIFER OBIDAN

SUSAN EDWARDS

CHAG LOWRY

UCLA

Junction Elementary

Video Producer/

Native American Issues in Education

Rooting Out Bias in Texts About Native Americans - Tribal Law: A
- Traditional System of Conflict Resolution for the Classroom + Yurok
Village Project for Elementary Classrooms - Recording Indigenous Elders

and Literacy

Working with English-Language Learners - Improving Content

Literacy in Grades 4-12 - Vocabulary Development in the Content

Area Classroom + Working with Elementary Students Creating
Perfect Paragraphs - Expanding Our Concept of Democracy
Through Classroom Literacy

drive all that different
than any
other vehicle they’ve owned.”
“People who have gotten
_ them are very happy,” Hussey
said.
Not all Toyota dealers are certified to sell the Prius vehicles.
The dealer must have a certified master technician
trained
to perform
the
unique

School

Director

EMILY GURNON
Humboldt State

University

Social Studies, History, Geography

Bringing Time and Place Together: Integrating Geography and
_ History in our Classrooms + Activitiesto Ignite History Lessons! Social Studies Projects that Create Relevant Environments for
Embedding Standards - Facing History and Ourselves

“You can’t come in and fall in
love with it and drive it off the

lot,” said Charles McPartland,
Toyota sales representative.
McPartland said the only
way to buy a Prius is to come
in and order it through Toyota’s
Web site. There is a waiting period of about five months for
delivery.
With the price of the Prius |
starting at $21,000, the vehicle
is competitive with similar
sized cars.
The five-month wait hasn’t
deterred the two dozen Prius
vehicles that have been sold locally, McPartland said.
Words
from

of

The

Wisdom
Lumberjack

‘Girl, é’s your

21st birthday.
So get wild

Other workshops include: The Thinking-Shills Project:

Getting Our Students to Take Responsibility for their Learning Physical Education in Third Grade - Cable in the Classroom Supporting Beginning Teachers » The Neurological System and
Classroom Learning + Non-Violent Crisis Intervention Refresher
Workshop + Smaller Learning Communities: A Team Approach -

? .
much more...
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Weir: HSU students, professors help salmon research
° Connmuen
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Holz spent more than 12
years commercial fishing for
shrimp and crab, albacore and
salmon, as well as long-line
fishing for numerous species
such as black cod.
Now Holz oversees the
Amercorps’
Watershed
Steward's Project volunteers
who work at the weir.
The WSP mission is to conserve, restore and sustain
anadromous (fish that live in
the ocean and spawn in freshwater) watersheds through
education and sound scientific
practices, said Anne Jeffrey,
HSU graduate and Americorps
volunteer working at the weir.
About a half dozen WSP volunteers work shifts checking
the trap, logging information
and transferring
chinook to the
holding tanks.
The holding tanks have to be
drained and flushed with fresh
creek water every hour to ensure the fish are healthy.
Jeffrey said she enjoys work-

Water

Spas

Supplying the northcoast with the best in:
Home Water Systems
Finnish Saunas
Solar Hot Water

|
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length and tag information (if
present) recorded.
kept and raised in the Freshwater Creek hatchery as partof
the salmon restoration project.
HFAC ended hatchery rais-

ners spedt
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ing coho, or silver salmon, in
1994 when native populations
were restored to healthy numThe chinooks are kept in
polyvinyl-chloride tubes inside
the holding tank until their

eggs and sperm can be harvested in the hatchery facility.
HFAC must get permission,
in the form of a “section 10”
permit from DF&G to operate
the hatchery and weir. The permit allows them to raise 60,000
eggs to releasable fish.
‘Holz helps raise the thousands of developing pink
chinook eggs already harvested
from an early winter salmon
run,

Their large black eyes are already visible through the thick,
translucent cell walls.
The eggs are stored in about
10 vertically stacked trays in a
room not much bigger than a
closet. Each tray holds thousands of eggs.
“They’re fragile at first,”

wWhrest.

My

Holz said some problems oc-

cur when the water gets too

leasable-size juveniles, their
maxillary bone is cut to mark

big, long handled net that looks

2

:

All salmon and steelhead
that make it into the trap have
their species, gender, fork

said handling the
30-pound chinook
“intense.”
and steelhead that
the trap are removed

during hourly checks with a

he was a

”

frayed and well worn.

Jeffrey
powerful
salmon is
Salmon
swim into

‘taries of Freshwater Creek

Holz said. “You can’t open the
trays

warm, which can lead to fungus
growth and high egg mortality.
An iodine solution is used to
treat the fungus.
But other challenges, such as
battling pieced-together equipment,
defending
against
racoons,
bears and even human
vandals,
have more difficult solutions.

tions.

ing salmon in the smaller tribu-

¢ Clothing
for Mom and Baby

Pure

helping to restore native species back to healthy popula-

_ Only adult chinook salmion,

* Information
and Educational Materials

Soote C'S

Holz, fisheries senior and one

also known as king salmon, are

FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential

Jay

she is making a difference by

Freshwater Creek is also
home to trout and sea-run steelhead, as well as less-familiar
fish such as stickleback and
sculpin.
The creek provides habitat
for many birds, river otters,
raccoons, bears and the occasional harbor seal that swim up
the creek 1.5 miles from the
ocean to eat the salmon at the
trap.
|
Holz grew up on his family’s
88-acre property in nearby

* Now carrying
Stain Glass supplies

[

‘ ern Washington, said Steven

of HFAC’s biologists.

Red Heart Box with 9 Truffles
just $9.00
|
|

pink salmon fishery is in south-

ing with the endangered coho
salmon because she feels as if

oye

ain
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When the eggs, grow into re-

the fish for later identification,
and they are placed back into
As part of the DF&G’s Steelhead Research
and Monitoring
Program (SRAMP) that also
utilizes the Freshwater Creek

weir, steelhead that are caught

and not already tagged have

small radio tags implanted underneath their skin by DF&G
biologists, who take turns
working shifts at the weir too.
The “pit” tags — or passive
integrated transponders
— give
off a signal with a distinctive
number that can be read when
the fish swim within 3 feet of
the radio antennae, which is attached to the weir.
The “pit” tags that DF&G use
cost about $4 apiece and are the
type that have been used by
UPS to track packages, Holz
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boldt County — the group will move to the East Coast
in hopes of exposing its music to new audiences
~ around the country and expanding its fan base.

‘

The beginning

Nucleus formed nearly two years ago when guitar-

ist and vocalist Piet Dalmolen, bassist Steve Webb and

drummer Pete Ciotti started casually jamming. Soon
after, saxophonist Matt Dickson joined the group and
Nucleus started performing at parties and other ven-

a
area.
ues in the Arcata/Eurek

.

“It’s amazing to see the development and growth this

said.
h,”
Ciotti
band has gone throug

During my interview with Nucleus, members of the
band reminisced about a transitional period last year

Last May, Nucleus released its first album — a self-

titled recording featuring 10 original songs. —
and rhythms and
A combinationof solid melodies

structured gooves — Nucleus’ debut recording mirrors

the carefree danceable vibe that.is achieved at its
shows.
“It’s fun to scare people and then come back and
make them feel warm and fuzzy,” Dalmolen said about
the dynamics of music he helps create.

Dalmolen said often times the band improvises what

it plays during a show by gauging the
action. He said sometimes people react
the band does, and other times he will
sic he is playing to get a reaction from

audience's rewell with what
change the muthe audience. :

Last June Nucleus left Humboldt County to embark

the first
on its first tour around the country, marking

when people started becoming fans of the group.

time the group would perform outside of California.

on Fickle Hill — with an estimated 400 people in |

said.

One pinnacle moment for the band was at a party

attendence.

Cotas. O

; “We did Fickle Hill and people were in the rafters,

“We didn’t know what we were getting into,” Ciotti

bkbed

ae

J

ae

.
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J

ae

end — these guys have paid their dues.
In March — after playing three more shows in Hum-

couple of other performances at parties, more and
more people started to show up at gigs.
“We blew up from just jamming,” Ciotti said.
Now the band has gained such a large following that
Humin r
lle
it doesn’t usually perform at smavenues
boldt County.

:

:

et

If you've lived in Arcata for any duration of
missares,
eu
time and you haven’t heard of Nuclyou
scene.
ing a vital part of the Humboldt County music
Whether performing at Arcata’s I Street Block Party,
the now defunct Café Tomo, one of the breweriesin
Humboldt County or one of the many house parties
that are scattered about on Arcata on any given week-

Dalmolen said after the Fickle Hill party and a

5

~

;

SCENE EDITOR

was even
outside and on the porch,” Webb said. “There
kind of a lot scene there.”
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Humboldt County band to leave after three shows
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Maal at the Van Duzer Theatre Tuesday.
Born in Podor, located on the Senegal River that
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separates Mauritania from Senegal,

has
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earned international acclaim with songs about

peace, enlightenment and empowerment.
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Throughout his youth Maal’s mother taught him
musical forms and encouraged
thoughtful and intelligent lyrics.
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| with his iend Mansour Seek. While he toured,

Maal was able to learn about the history of music
in different regions of Africa by meeting with el-

| ders at the villages he visited.
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Maal was also influenced by american American
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recording artists Otis
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ding, James

Wilson Pickett and:
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to write

=~ | ship in Senegal’s capital, Dakar.
After leaving college, Maal toured West Africa
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__.-. Later, Maal attended school on an art scholar-
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In the mid-’70s Maal met reggae artists Bob
Marley, Jimmy Cliff, Ernest Ranglin and Toots

n !
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Hibbert.
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Tickets for the performance
on Tuesday
are $18
for HSU students, $28 for general, and $22 for children and seniors.
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direct from Senegal, West Atrica!

a special traditional, acoustic evening with
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Beakman Lien hits HSU ;

FEB3-3 PM

og ‘Paul Zaloom a.k.a.

from the award-winning

Beakman from the award-

. winning CBS television series “Beakman’s

CBS television series

LR

' World” visits the Van Duzer Theatre Sunday.

‘Zaloom, who portrays a high-energy scientist
on his television show, has written nine full-

_

length sole performances.

Tickets to the show cost $5 for HSU students,
$8 for children and seniors and $12 general. The

laurie anderson

show will start at 3 p.m.

can

Nucleus: Band will leave in March

BPRSCay

© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21
For two months the band performed in small clubs through-

’ its music to people throughout
the country.

out the South, the East Coast

great it’s been playing in Humboldt County,” Ciotti said.

and the Midwest — sometimes
to receptive audiences some-

high energy Cajun music!
-
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times to nearly empty clubs.
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Hate

newgrass nandolin master
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shows and putting in energy
and making it cool,” Dickson

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

1826-3928.tia

said.

son enjoy a performance makes

Look for Nucleus’
final shows
in Humboldt County at Six Riv-

the whole show worth while.

ers Brewery in Eureka on Fri-

day and The Depot at HSU on
Feb. 1. The band plans to book
a final show after The Depot

|
HALE

County again to promote their
The Six Rivers show costs $5
music, but-this-time their deand Starts at 9:30 p.m. The Departure will be on a long-term
pot perfomance starts at 8 p.m.
basis.
and is $4 for students and $5
The band is schduled
to go on general.
tour on March 1 for a month
“They (won’t be) your averand then relocated to Florida.
age Nucleus shows,” Ciotti
Although the band may re- ' Said. “They’re gonna really
turn to Humboldt County to
rock, hopefully.”
perform occasionally, Nucleus
For more information on
will make its new home in Nucleus visit its Web site at

bush

ALL SHOWS 8 PMat the VAN DUZER THEATRE, NSU

the

In March the members of
‘Nucleus will leave Humboldt

an evening of hawalian song and dance
vant

to thank

show

at an empty

‘Departure

TL TET EL

“IT just want

people who are coming to the

there is usually one person that
digs it,” Dickson said.
Dickson said having one per-

“Even

trinity irish
dance company

“Words can’t describe how

perfomance.

www.nucleusmusic.com,
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Strathmore
18 x 24 Drawing Pad

reg. 1495.
————__—sé
hig 8.97
Pro Art 16X24 Rough Newsprint

Ellis 444
Ellis 7.16

(SO sht.) reg. 7.50
(100 sht.) reg, 11.95

|

Line! 35 GT Gouache
Set

reg. 25.70
open stock colors

.

Ellis 17.95
ss

Bienfang
14 x 17 Marker Pad

yeg.19.25___ Celis

Ili’ 4.32

12.50

PRO-ART Canves Rolls (58" x 6 yards)
reg. 39.99.CE
lis. 31.99

ens mu :
class list and

save 20% for
the emtire
Spring semester!
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Fresh « Baked * Smoked * Spreads

Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

Linklater mixes animation,

TOFU SHOP Specialty Foods. Inc. 707-822-7401
100 ericson Cr.. Sate 150, Arcata, CA 95521 ,Prone/Fax:

real footage to produce
quality flick ‘Waking Life’

of films.

drives by, it is real. It sounds

tained. And there are the ones .

The film exists in a dream,
and it resembles a dream. Ev-

There are those films you go
to so that you can be enterthat spur deep thought.

The nice thing, and a very

@+@4_}

e)

822.7143

NON-CORPORATE © NON-CHAIN

-

wncommon

least, about Richard Linklater’s
“Waking Life” is that it is both.
First and foremost, the film
is visually stunning — a full-

GHOST

se ee

pee

~

RtrDe,
omar Ns

faxhow pant
a“

KNOWLEDGABLE

Gow’

long project. It is a collage of
different animator’s interpretationsof the sections of the film

_Beisang Bn Mendegenoen
Rape PRE IKE) SAAR

were about 30 animators working on the film, using Art Director Bob Sabiston’s animation
software. -

L «
FILM NOIR
IO° NA
BRIT TELLY
¢ AT
INTERN
EURO TRASH: HONG KONG ° RARE
E °
& BLUES
JAZZ AR
IMPORTS ¢ SHAKES¢ PE
Y ¢
ARARTS
RMING
NT
* PERFO
DOCUME
MORE...
INES & S
MAGAZRD
« FILMCA
POST
_ WITHTHE HELP OF A FRIENDLY AND

None of the animation even
began until the filming was
complete and the entire film
was assembled and finished. ©
The filming was done almost
like a documentary. He used a
small crew, low-budget but real
settings, and there was only a
small script.
Linklater said the script was
more of a groupof drawings...
ideasof how the film should go.
He also has said the documenthe film
helped ch
tary approa

STAFF

SOB

ew RE
a
ayrn,
na

Mn

Ge ee eta

for the Serious Film Fan

Cher teeg
‘eeaneee

4006 St., Arcata © 628-1168
290 6 S1., Oidtows Esreta © 448-0833

part, is the story of a young
man (“Dazed and Confused”

interviews,

various

they were to animate. There

“kkekk

The premise, for the most

his dream is unending.
During his dream, he encounters a vast array of differ-

The animation was a year-

WORLD

erything seems real, but it just
isn’t right visually.

length feature film animated on

Linklater said the movie took
less than a month to film, but
almost a year to animate. He
said the two parts (the filming
and the animating) of the film,
though married, were very different.

...not your average video store

real. Everything sounds real.
But nothing looks real.

star Wiley Wiggins) stuck in a
dream. He keeps thinking he

In

Humboldt County's
Best Source of
Video & DVD Rentals

trait to say the

top of real-action footage. But
also, the film is a venture into
deep philosophical material.

Ma

corded in a studio. When a car

set itself aside from the typical

has woken up only to find that’

ent characters. Most of them

offer some sort of philosophical outlook on life, or on dream-

ing for that matter.

_ In this sense, the film is very

similar to Linklater’s classic

“Slacker.” In fact, many of the
characters in the film are
straight out of “Slacker.”
But the difference between
“Slacker” and “Waking Life”
was the plot. In this film,
Linklater takes the brilliance
of the cinematography of
“Slacker” and gives it the plot
that some may say it lacked.
Figuring out the film, Wiley’s
goal throughout the movie, is a
venture of its own. But in an
effort to preserve some of its
brilliance, I won’t go any further.
res back to
flash
also te
Linkla
“Before Sunrise” with a brief
scene in which Ethan Hawke

and Julie Delphi revisit old conversations, and relate them to

the current film.
I know this is vague. Go see
the film. You won’t regret it.
And I guess that is about all I

_ Can say.
4

fee

eae

.

«
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1 think there a couple levels

real. Unlike other animated
films, the voices are not re-

oc
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‘New Imperialist’ reveals
what few know about

technology big wigs '
men.
The book is a moderately
easy read and it captures the
readers attention with interesting facts and an intriguing look
into the men’s past.
Upon reading this book, the
reader is shown the fierce rivalry Case had with his older
brother while working his way
up to be CEO of one of the

“The New Imperialists”
By Mark Leibovich
Have you ever wondered how
Microsoft pioneer Bill Gates

’ and Oracle CEO Larry Ellison
rose to become the two richest
men in the world? Or what
makes

Amazon.com

creator

Jeff Bezos tick? *
Do you know who is calling
.

the shots at Cisco and AOL/
Time Warner?

United States’ largest media

“The New Imperialists: How

Testimonies reveal Gates’
_ dislike for being touched and
how Chambers is the Silicon

. Steve Bezos, John Chambers
(of Cisco), Steve Case (of AOL/
Time Warner) and Bill Gates.

Written by Mark Leibovich,
‘National technology reporter
for The Washington Post, “The

Imperialist”

offers

a

Thing” is.

.

Leibovich also reveals why
Ellison is considered Silicon
Valley’s bad boy.
- Overall, “The New Imperial-

glimpse of the men who helped | ist” offers a look into part of
forge the foundation of the
technology we use on a daily

basis.
Composed of 18 months of
research and more than 400 interviews, Leibovich’s book offers-an unbiased view of the

high and low points of the five

Become

Valley's friendliest executive..
Readers find out how child
prodigy Jeff Bezos became
founder
and
CEO
of
Amazon.com and what a “Jeff:

swers all of these questions
with a chronicle of the lives
and careers of Lafry Ellison,

New

"Help make a
difference right here
‘in our own
community.”
Yara Sanchez, HSU student

organization.

five restless kids grew up to virtually rule your world” an-

corporate life that is normally
not presented in the media.
It paints a picture of what
drives these five technology giants to strive for ultimate-success and domination in the industry they have helped create.
~Matt Crawford
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Leftover Salmon
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dines job— you got to get
your five days a week in. The

sy Marr Crawronp

albums and

- emerged again to bring Left-

over Salmon to the Arcata The-

atre on Saturday.
Performing with Billy Payne
and Paul Barrere of Little Feat
and the OM Trio, Leftover
Salmon will return with its
breed of bluegrass, self-proclaimed as “Polyethniccajunslamgrass.”
I talked to vocalist and acoustic guitarist, Vince Herman
during a phone interview from
his home in Colorado before the
band embarked on a tour of the
Northwest.
You guys come up here a

anything you get from playing

lot.
d
Yeah, we like it up there a courage people to recor
your shows when you perwhole lot. We've got lotsof folks
we know and it’s always good | form.
Yeah, we got no problem
to meet up with them again.
with that. It’s pretty common
Are you going to have a
actually.
chance to spend any time up
It doesn’t affect your alhere this time?
bum sales when people do
It looked like we were going
that?
to be able to do that this time,
What album sales? (laughs)
but our Sunday off turned into
No, an album is a different
Chico.
thing that you try to remove
I read that you guys en-

some of the blemishes from
and make it more polished then

_ Jgind of a little fantasy world we
or two.
in efor a week
. liv
You guys were signed to
Hollywood Records, but recently you have decided to
drop the label and go independent. Why did you decided to do that and how has
that changed how Leftover
Salmon operates as a band?
There's all different kinds of
things. There’s the check book
that we had with Hollywood for
making the next record that
certainly made things easy in
that perspective.
On the other hand actually
owning the music that you
make is a lot better for you in
the long run then kind of selling your soul for that check to
make the record.
It’s kind of an ambiguous

live. .
There’s mixing and multichannel's and all that stuff
you can do to improve (the
sound) that you don’t get
/ from just a recorded show.
It seems like you guys prefer to tour and perform live
than work in the studio?
That’s kind of what we've always done. It's kind of like a

world.
We were psyched we had the
major label experience, but

were psyched to be back and
doin’ it all ourselves also.
Has it been a lot more
work?
Yeah, you got to kind of have
your shit together a little more

see Salmon, page 30
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Juilliard String Quartet

Quartet makes first visit to North Coast

_ by Anromo Mumz

groub and'oliedh wine interpretationof the music.

SPECIAL
TO THE LUMBERJACK

©

ot

ard String Quartet will bring

its unique sound to the Van

on the road for a two-week
tour
that started in Sedona, Ariz.

Themembers aredoinga5-day | ..
teaching residency at USC in

Duzer Theatre on Saturday at
8 p.m.
The Quartet celebrated ‘its

Los Angeles before 'visiting the
North Coast.

50th anniversary in 1996. Dur-

new, young talent,” Smirnoff
said during a phone interview

ing that time, the group has recorded with the Sony classical
label and has released more

“It’s very exciting to hear

from Los Angeles..
The quartet has been influen-.

than 100 recordings.

tial in the formation of new

The quartet has also aquired
a performance repertoire consisting of 500 works by.Bach,
Schubet, Bartok and many

string groups in the United

States and around the world.

ot

The group has fostered the
creation of the American Concord and St. Lawrence string

other great American and European composers.
Since the group’s formation,
there has been 11 different
members of the quartet. The

ensembles, as well as shining

o<

ws

3 @

tort @

The world renowned Juilli-

Oo

e

The current lineup has been

current members of the string

a philosophy in regards to playing chamber music.
“Each voice should represent, as much as possible, a living breathing organism,” he

quartet are violinists Joel
Smirnoff, Ronald Copes and.
‘Samuel Rhodes, and cellist Joel
Krosnick.
Krosnick said bringing new
people helps to reinvigorate the

new light on 20th century
American chamber music.
.
Smirnoff said the group has

said.
The group features the inde-

The Juilliard Quartet performs Saturday at the Van Duzer Theatre. The pertormance will mark the quartet's first North Coast concert.
pendence of the four lines.
(voices), more than a uniform
blending of sonority.

Traveling is a must for the
quartet, and sometimes it is a

tough road to hoe.

“The road life is a hard and

unique one, since there is a
great deal of energy needed to
perform successfully on stage,”
Smirnoff said.

invite everyone into his living
room it would be great but he
accepts playing on the road as
part of the job.

Krosnick
said if he could just

see Juilliard, page 30
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SU
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_ get a discount card for 20% off
supplies for the whole semester
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Juilliard: Quartet’s repertoire consists of 900 works

bers of the quartet said they

are interested in seeing the
area and are looking forward to
Saturday's performance.
Smirnoff said the highlight
of any tour is when the musician is able to “give the listener

arich encounter with the composer whose music you're are

playing.”

After the tour, the group has
quite a few things to keep them

busy.

Starting
continuing
group will
pean tour.

play at spots in Germany,Po-

land, Holland and England.
The quartet will do a tour of

Japan — an annual trip for the
quartet.

Tickets to the concert are $20
in late March and - for HSU students, $30 general,
and $25 children and seniors.
into early April, the
For information contact Uniembark on a EuroThe quartet will. versity Tickets at 826-3928.

FX

* Cowrimuen From PAGE 29
This will be the quartets’ first
trip to the North Coast. Mem-

m_—

eee

Hill’s B-Real.
Formed in 1989, De La Soul
show their hip-hop seniority

with conscious rhythms that
mirror the life and issues that
these middle-aged veterans are
living.
Songs like “Held Down,” “Am

’ | Worthy of You,” and “Trying

People” offer physiological
rhymes about life that counter
anyone who considers hip-hop

an adolescent fad that feeds re-

De La Soul
“AOI: Bionix”

bellion and obscenity.
“Trying People” is definitely
the highlight of the album. The
last track of the album , “Try-

AAAA
De La Soul come through
-

:

Display Ads
Advertising space is sold in column inches. Ad
size is determined by multiplying the width, in
columns, by the height, in inches. Ad price is
determined by multiplying the total column
inches by the contract rate.
EX: A full page ad is 5 columns wide and 12.5"
high. By multiplying 5 x 12.5 = 62.5 total inches.
To get total ad price, multiply total inches by ad
rate: 62.5 x 4.90* = $306.25 (*see agreement rates)

hestrates in
the county!
Ad cost is determined by

multiplying the number of columns
wide by the total inches in height
times the rate. (column inches = ci)
Depending on how many ads you
run and whether you are on
campus, non-profit or local
business, the rate per column inch

ranges from $4.20 - $5.15.

harder then ever with “AOI:
Bionix,” the group’s fifth album.

This CD is solid from start to
finish — filled with knockin’
beats, clever lyrics full of typical De La humor, and guest appearances from artists including Slick Rick and Cypress

ing People” offers and intro-

spective look at life.
Of course De La also come
through with hilarious jabber
with “Pawn Star”, and the “Rev.
Do Good” skits.
This CD is definitely.one to
get.
~Matt Crawford _

see Reviews, page 32

Salmon: Polyethniccajunsiamgrass' |
We've got a live record

© Conrinued
FROM PAGE 28

coming out probably at the

to get it out there and get it

end of March or early April.

in stores and all that stuff. It’s

We're all pumped up about -

those fantasy worlds that you

comin’ out.

got to go and play shows.

studio real soon and make
another studio record. We're

a totally different challenge. . that. Drew, our mandolin»
Like I said, it’s just one of . player, has a solo record |
step in for awhile — you've

You guys are known for

your antics on the road,do
you have ‘any stories you
want to share about your
recent travels?
Up around Arcata and the

Mateel and all those places
there’s just such a different
slice of culture. When we
travel around the states it’s
just incredible to get up there
go out to the Lost Coast or
hang out in the big trees.
We've had some great times

hanging
out up there and we

| extremely loveit.
What

==

do you have com-

ing up in the future?
we CIS bP PIECED ITC:

We hope to get back in the

doin’ all sorts of things.
— We got the guys from Little .
Feat comin’ out to.do these ~
:
shows.
Have you played with
them very much?
We did a four-night run out
here in September. We had a
ball, it was so much fun. we

were delirious about that, so
we talked them into coming
up a doing a few shows.

Leftover Salmon’s performance will start at 8 p.m..on .

Saturday. The shew: is all

$25.
ets
ages, and tickcost
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at Plaza Grill with Candy Muscle,
Diesto

and

The Hitch
Words
from

Pleaseeasaur combines

and

humorous

and

two

‘dude’ or ‘FOR’

technicions,

songs with costumes

and

special lighting and projections to produce a unique per;
formance.
“It’s a one-man show, with three people,” Hasson

said. “It’s essentially stand-up comedy with pre-re-

corded music.

“There are two large screens on stage— five-by-

five — and there are two guys back there. One is 4
a projectionist and one is a lighting guy.”
Hasson describes his lyrics as a social commentary that covers very random topics.
The concert will be at The Plaza Grill in Arcata
and tickets cost $4

Lut

s} ick

The Hitch and Candy Muscle.
of’ J.P. Hasson

The

\

e ust

Seattle one-man-band Pleaseeasaur returns to Humboldt
County Wednesday with Portland band Diesto and area rockers
Composed

of

=

in there

wil] leek

and

tke

é

said 4.”

. Jon Mooney,

former editor in chief

of The Lumberjack
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Reviows: Shannon McNally proves to be ‘all right,’ while De La Soul's release is ‘killer’
lot of originality to

the depth.
OK, the first thing I thought. the music, but I liked
was more along the lines of .. of her songs.
-- On her Web site, claims are
hoping the CD wouldn't be
some neo-country crap. It made that she is a fully formed
developed songwriter. And
wasn’t untill I heard her voice and
Tam not going to argue against
that I thought it was nice.
And so rather appropriately, that. Her songs are beautifulby
lyrical standards.
the second thing I thought
And I can even see the comwhen the CD was playing -_
parison between her and the
“Oh well.”
great Tom Waits. I personally
I guess the worst thing you
song on the
can do to a pretty voice is put, ' think my favorite
‘album
was
“Colorado.”
A
some lame music behind it.

ent, not for me. I just did not
like the music.
She claims another one of

CD Review Scale

her largest influences is Bonnie

Raitt. And I think thatis appro-

priate. I would say the same

.
thing about Bonnie.
lot
It’s nice music. Iam sura e
of you will really enjoy it. But
for me, the album as a whole
just doesn’t do it for me.
If you like Bonnie Raitt or
even some of that new country,
this might a perfect album for

—

ner A

rockin’ Mf A A
all right A: A.this:

ih =

“was not a

voice.”

The problem was not her tal-

Was
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SHISH KEBAB

ts Vr)

+ Lamb « Pork * Chicken * Beef « Vegetarian

leet

SANDWICHES ¢ DINNER PLATES
GYROS and FALAFELS
All shish kebab & gyros are served with
_ freshly cut salads in baked pita bread
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VALLEY West SHOPPING CENTER
(next 10 Rapio SHACK)
Mon.-Fri. 11 A.M. 70 8 p.m.¢ SaTuRDAY 12 p.m. T0 7 P.M.

Back

eater

good? It was OK. I mean, there

Did I think the CD was any

aaealeoheahaa

she sure does have a nice

rows” in the stereo was, “Man,

826-2121.

To School
TIa Salel

F< = Sy aay -jjcJ]

folk would be that lame music.

you. It is interesting. Some of
the songs have great lyrics. But
for me, few of the songs I could
re
nares
~James Morgan

rather deep and long haunting
song, it shows how McNally
can put a person into a story.

es

And for me, country-sounding

when I put the Shannon
McNally CD “Jukebox Spar-
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Force
Taskle
nab
Campus
Sustai
6 p.m. at the Y.E.S house
SEAC
Hall 115
6:30 p.m. at Siemans

Karaoke
Karaoke Express
9p. m.at Six Rivers

der
Gay Lesbian Bisexual TransgenStudent
Association
ral
7 p.m. at the MultiCultuCenter

Brewery in Eureka.

Karaoke
with Makin’ Music
the Red Lion Motel.
at
9 p.m.

eth

ae wenee ets

Hor

Hand
in Hand
7 p.m. the Y.E.S house

Clubs
International Student Union

Noon at Nelson Hall East 116

Music

yeas =

Lobby Corps
2. p.m. in the South Lounge

Julliard String Quartet
The Juiliard String Quartet will perform at 8 p.m.
at the Van Duzer. Tickets to the performance cost $30
for general, $25 for chiffffen and seniors and $20 for
HSU Students. They can be purchased at The Works,
The Metro CDs and Tapes and at the University Ticket
Office. —
For more than 50 years the quartet's rhythmic drive,
structure, sound and repertoire of work has earned
the group worldwide acclaim.
See page 29.

Asian Student Alliance
5 p.m. in Nelson Hall East 1 18

Puentes

' 6 p.m. in the YES house (house 91).

(oelaesereifeif =

Tealedbs
Music

;
Leftover Salmon
Colorado bluegrass band Leftover Salmon returnto
Arcata when the group performs at the Arcata The-

|

Mike Mclaren
8 a.m. at the Coffee Break

se-spe

j

Kulica
7:30 p.m. groove
Eureka

atre at 8 p.m.

Formed almost 12 years ago, Leftover Salmon will
“polyethnicproclaimed
self
its
perform

music at Six Rivers Breweryin

Bistro:

feos

Slack Jaw
Town
Old s
the as
gr
7p.m. blueat

Nucleus
9 p.m. Arcata band Nucleus celebrate drummer Pete
Ciotti’s 24th Birthday bash at Six Rivers Brewery
in Eureka

Welle

9 p.m. at Club West

et
Tick
to the
all sages

Good Company
8:30 p.m. at Cafe Mokka.

Rob Christensen
3-2-1 Coffee
at e
di
~ 8:30 p.m. inpop

Clubs
QueerStudentUnion
11-1 p.m. at the MuitiCultural Center

Clubs
Latinos unidos
4p.m. at Seimans Hall 110

.

Youth Educational Services
5-6 p.m. at house91

AA Group
7 p.m. at Student Services buliding room 405

Campus Greens
5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120

Fantasy Gamers Guild
177
Hallrs
6 p.m. at Founde

Choice
for ts
Studen

5:30 p.m. at Siemens Hall 110

MECHA
vaya PT,
a
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Tapes,

The Works and Wild Ho: se Rec rds.

8 p.m. area guitarist performs at Sacred Grounds

8 p.m. jam music at Muddy Waters

Trio.

chased at The Metro CDs and

Mike McLaren

Universal Tone

with Bill Payne and Paul Barrere

of Little Feat and The Om

Kulica
8 p.m. groove rock at Muddy Waters

Di Fathom
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Don'tfold

Under Pressure!

Music

Music
Pleaseeasaur |
Panache Magazine presents Pleaseeasaur with
Diesto, The Hitch, and Candy Muscle at 8:30 p.m. at
the Plaza Grill.
The Seattle group performs comedic songs about
life, dog poo and pink lions with Portland band Diesto
and area rockers Candy Muscle and The Hitch.
Tickets to the show cost $4.

be like the lumberjack
and listen to KRFH 610 AM

Baba Maal
8:00 p.m. Live Sengelese music at the Van Duzer The-

Student-Run Radio

atre. Tickets to the concert cost $18 for HSU students,

$22 for children and seniors and $28 for general.

www.krfh.net

Clubs
HSU Chess Club
5 p.m. at Library
313

d Conservation SociWater
Soils Club, Sollan
ety
Y
4th Mondays at Natural Resources
and
5 p.m. on 2nd
222
Pow Wow Committe-5:30 p.m. at house38

Students for Ethical Treatment of Animals
(SETA)
s 110
7 p.m. at SeimanHall

Clubs

|

-

5-6 p.m. at Y.E.S house

Students
for Choice
4:30 p.m. at Neison Hall East

‘}
:

116

Republicans Club
6-7 p.m. atNelson Wall East 119°
Save the Orangutans

.
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Sports Department
has new

location

Hydro and Puphie playing in a clearing

Line of communication now goes to
Vice President of student affairs ©
sy Heatner Sunos.apD
still actively searching for soc-

SPORTS EDITOR

cer and volleyball coaches to fill

vancancies and have, on a temhe HSU Intercolle
giate Athletics de
partment has moved
to the Student Affairs division
on campus under the direction

of Vice President Steven Butler..

sistant softball coach for this

season.

sy Cunistine Bansen

organization in communication structure.

OPINION EDITOR’

of Humboldt State University

that met and deliberated for
some time fall 2000 submitted
a report in May 2001 that was
reviewed by Academic Senate
and Joint Council.
“As a result of the deliberations and attendant financial
and personnel considerations,
and after extensive consultation with the University Executive Committee, it is my conclusion that the administrative reporting line of the Intercolle-

in the near future at least, all
the current,sports that we do

will report to the Vice Presi‘dent of Student Affairs, said
Steven Butler, vice president of
Student Affairs.

“With the transition of this

to my division, we have appointed an interim athletic di-

have right now.”

In the past there has been instability in the programs and
staffing and this will help bring
more stability to the program
to enable to department to rebuild, he said.
He also said that with the introduction of a new president, this person will have a
great deal of input also.
“Our biggest concern in athletics is the ability to recruit

new students
and we want to be
very involved in that aspect in
serving the campus,” he said.
Student athletes here on campus study majors of all. kinds
not just athletics and they tend
to have a higher retention rate

and GPA that other students,”
Butler said.
-Butler has experience at the
vice presidential level in administration of athletics programs at two other universities

rector, Dan Collen, and have ap-

and “will doubtless be of great

pointed a part- time associate

value to the program,” said

director,” Butler said.

He said the department ‘is

|

A new column in sports for recreational
pastimes

jor changes planned, just a re-

nounce that we will maintain,

reassigned to the Vice President for Student Affairs, effective Jan. 1,” McCrone said in
the letter.
Instead of reporting to the
Dean of the.College of Profes- gional Studies, now athletics

Trail of the Week

Butler said there are no ma-

letics in Relation to the Mission

giate Athletics program
will be

eroros sy Comustrina
Bansan

@

“We want to have the department stabilize and go forward,”
he said, “and one of the things
in my first meeting with the department and coaches is to an-

As stated in a campus community letter from President
Alistair McCrone, the Committee to Examine the Role of Ath-

%
rh
4

porary basis, appointed an as-

Maureen climbing the
stairs.

McCrone in the community
let‘ter.

‘

;

common complaint
;

I hear from friends
and fellow HSU stu-

dents is “there’s nothing to do
in Humboldt.” My response:
“How can you say that when the
Arcata Community forest is

right in our backyard?” How
can you say that when there are
numerous beaches and parks
only minutes away?”
Last Wednesday my dog, Hydro, needed to get out and so did

most strenuous part of the entire trail.
We kept on trail eight until it
broke off again and we headed
down trail six. This is where

the trail gets exciting.

On the way down trail six I
looked off to the left and was
greeted by blue skies and huge
redwoods as far as my eyes
could see.

After passing this section,
the trees cleared and we were
brought to a clearing located
around the power lines.
At the top of this clearing
there is a picnic table and an
- awesome view. The location of
this open area is perfect because it’s a sun magnet. If the
sun
is out at all, it will for sure
be beating its warm rays down
on the table.

of stairs so the mud is not hard

to avoid. While on this part of
the trail, we noticed three trees
had fallen down. Although they
were in the trail they were easy
to avoid and served more as an
educational experience than a
hindrance.
Maureen, a recent forestry
graduate, pointed out the different molds and plants growing
off these trees. This
was very interesting:

After 30 minutes through the
thick, dark forest we came out
I.
°
in the bottom of a clearing,
turned
left at the gravel trail and
We called some friends and
followed trail 11 back to trail
that afternoon Hydro and I
five,
thus finishing the loop and
joined by his friend Puphie and
leading us back to Diamond
my friend Maureen headed out
Drive.
to the forest.
Because of the mud, hiking
We met up at the entrance to
boots
or sneakers with tread are
the community forest located at
We kept going deeper into the necessary. The entire trail took
the top of Diamond Drive and .
forest and reached a markerfor _ us about 90 minutes, but we took
headed straight irito the forest
trail six with two arrows. We" our time and chilled. It would
on trail five. _
chose left and proceeded on. At not be hard.to complete this trail
Residential backyards line
in an hour.
this point the trail narrows and
the first one-sixth mile of trail
I would not consider this trail
I began to feel like I was in Fern
five, soour dogs had lots of conquite
at an intermediate level,
Canyon.
versation from the dogs in
but I would advise all new hikEverything is covered with
those backyards.
ers
to take a few trips into the
moss
and
the
air
turns
a
bit
The path goes on for a few
forest starting at the entrance
damp and cold. It is a great
more minutes and then breaks
‘behind
school, before attemptplace to.check out the vegetaoff two directions. We went to
ing this trail.
the left and headed for trail tion.
Enjoy your hike and if it rains
As this area is already very
eight, which is a little steep.
don’t
let that deter you, rain
moist
and
since
it
had
rained
in
The next few minutes were
only makes your hike that much
the past few days the trail was
spent climbing a small. mounmorefun, just don’t slip.
alittle
muddy
and
slick,
but
‘tain. OK, I’m exaggerating &
Happy trails!
little. It's not 8d bad, but it is the this ‘part'of the trail has a lot
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Disappointing loss
before
the break
. The Lady ‘Jacks
fell 76-67 to

Holy Names in the first game
of the Southern
Oregon Tour-

nament Dec. 28. They held on
against the 11th ranked Hawks

out crowd. They stretched
their
record to 12-0 with a 104-78 win

nine minute mark

defeat Western Oregon 70-63.

The ‘Jacks snapped a nine

game winning
streak for the 9-

ball faking
and pivoting, until SF Weutves atcha do Galle a00we do those things we're not
ond GNAC win of the season.
going to beat good teams,”
The Lady ‘Jacks are now 4-7
coach Carol Harrison
said.
~ overall and 2-1 in the league.
The ‘Jacks held on to a 62-62
time in regulation, but were
Softball
overshot
in overtime, falling to
a 76-67 loss to Puget Sound at
the Southern Oregon Tourna-

ment in the final day of the
oT
Dec. 29.

‘kena
- bball teams have
strong games
The ’Jacks returned to the
courts Jan. 5 to begin the 2002
year with a fresh start.
The doubleheader began

GET

OUTDOORS.

mage Saturday.

Practices
will be held from

fell to 4-8’overall
and 1-2 in the 2-5 p.m. once schoolis in session with HSU’s first game acleague.
; tion comingat the Diamond
-The Lady ‘Jacks played next

remaining
within a point by the
taking-care-of-the-basketball,

through Jan. 18,

followed by an 11-5 p.m. scrim-

over Western Oregon, which

and came out ahead early.
They held on under pressureto

“We need to work on basic.

tices Jan.14

with the men playing to a sell-

practices begin
The HSU softball team officially began the 2002 season
Jan. 7 with the first of five twoa-day workouts.
HSU practices from 9 toll

a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and wrapped
up the week with a scrimmage
Jan. 12 from 11:30-4:30 p.m.
The 'Jacks concluded win-

ter break practices the following week with noon-5 p.m. prac-

Sports Best of the West Tournament
Feb. 1-3 at Turlock.

Men’s basketbail
serves another win
‘HSU held off the University
of Alaska Fairbanks, 93-86 in
a Great Northwest Athletic
Conference men’s basketball
game played Jan. 10.
Fred Hooks’ 21 points and
20 rebounds helped HSU improve to 13-0 on the season.
The ‘Jacks with a 4-0 record,
ties them for the league with
Western Washington, Seattle
Pacific and Alaska Anchor-

throws plagued the HSU
women as they fell 67-60 to Seattle University
Jan. 12 in Great
t
Northwes Athletic Conference
action.
Freshman Jackie Kolesar
scored a career high 22 points
while adding four rebounds
and two assists on Jan.12 On
Jan.10, Charlene Murphy led
HSU with11 points and six re-

HSU men’s win
make it 14-0

Women

fall twice

on roadtrip

,

On Jan. 10, HSU fell 74-63
to No. 25 Western Washington.
Fouls and missed free

The victory improved the No.
12 ranked Lumberjacks record

Adventures
Xn | qe

in a‘first

place tie in the GNAC at 5-0
along with Seattle Pacific, a 9689 winner over Western Washington on Saturday.
Alaska Anchorage, which.
came into the game as one of

650

LOTH

ARCATA

STREET

lead, dropped to 4-10 overall and
4-1 in league
play

Doubleheaders at
hen
This week’s showdown be-

tween HSU and Seattle Pacific
men’s basketball programs on
Thursday
are important games

,and Saturday’s games against

Western Washington should
probably considered the same.
Both
tip off at 7pm. in the East

Gym.

Two of the top teams in the
Great Northwest Athletic Conference billing Jan. 12 competed for a win, with the HSU
men’s basketball team emerging with a 76-72 win over
Alaska Anchorage.

to 14-0 and kept them

four teams sharing the league

_ Seattle Pacific, ranked No. 8
in this week’s national poll,
comes into the game with a 15-

‘1 record identical
to that of the
No. 10 ranked Lumberjacks.
Western Washington, which
was the No. 4 ranked squad in
—
polls, is currently 12-

Women’s Bball goes
for doubleheader
Northwest Nazarene University and Saint Martin’s College
visit Arcata for women’s bas-

see Sports Clips, next page
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Important Date for

=

Financial Aid Recipients!!!

Spring Freeze Date
2/05/02
This is the deadiine to finalize your
enroliment for financial aid.
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Note

. that this date is earlier than the

:

Basketball games

ketball games this week as

televised on Ch.12

Great Northwest Athletic Conference action continues.
Both games are the front end

For the first time in program
history, this week’s basketball

_ of doubleheaders with the
men’s team and tip off at 6 p.m.

games will be televised live on

community access Channel 12,

Thursday and Saturday, respectively. They also mark the first
home appearance in nearly
three weeks for the Lumberjack women’s team.

available to Cox Communica-

tions cable subscribers.
The broadcast are through
the efforts of HSU media services professionals. Accompanying audio will be the radio

Promotion is
planned
Along with exciting basketball action, fans attending

-Consumer

* Students be aware that games
are sold out and HSU students get
. in free, but you should still arrive

ew

skills during two sessions of
the 14th annual HSU Softball
Clinic, scheduled for Jan. 26
and 27.
Clinic instructors include
HSU’s coach Frank Cheek,
Hall-of-Famer Teresa Stavert,
assistant
coach
Megan
Corriea, and
former AllAmerican Taiisha Pleasant.

Coming Events

treated to a special promotion.
Designated as ‘Humboldt
Creamery Night’, the evening’s
entertainment includes a gift
to the the first 100 people
through the door. Also, everyone attending the games will be
entered in a drawing that offers

East Gym, 6 p.m.
Men’s Basketball v.

Seattle Pacific

To enroll in either of the

East Gym, 8 p.m.

day-long sessions, call 826-5952. .
Cost of enrollment is $50 for

Saturday, Jan. 26
Women’s Basketball v.
NW Nazarene
East Gym, 6 p.m.

on the Financial Aid Office website: www.humboldt.edu/

~finaid/ You may request @ paper copy of this list from the
Financial
Aid Office.

for Jan. 26-27
improve their knowledge and

Thursday, Jan. 24
Women’s Basketball v.
Saint Martin's

now

Softball clinic set

J.B. Mathers
and Dave Demyan

Thursday’s home games
will be

and Privacy Act (FERPA) and Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act is

early
to get seats

Softball players and coaches
at all levels of competition can

play-by-play and analy-

Information Advisory: A list of information required

-to be disclosed by the Higher Education Act of 1965 and Higher
Education Amendments of 1998, the Family Education Rights

broadcast on KATA 1340, with
sis.

a one-in-four chance to win a
gift
basket
courtesy
of
Humboldt Creamery.

last date to add classes.

Men’s Basketball v.
W. Washington
East Gym, 8 p.m.

one session or $75 for both if
received before the Jan. 24 cut-

off.
~coumuse ey Haaren

sh,08
Warm Winter

SALE!
McKinleyville Shopping Center
840-0968
www.sheeenvy.com

Sunpe.al

eal schedule
Feb 2 HSU v. Berkeley
(Home)
Feb 9 HSU v. University of

Nevada (Reno)
Feb 23 HSU v Stanford
(Stanford)
Mar2 HSU v. Chico (Home)

Mar 16 HSU v. UC Davis
(Davis)
*Playoffs, Championships,

ete
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12pm.

April 13 - St. Mary’s
@ HSU
@1p.m.*

ae April 20 - Semifinals @ HSU
April 27 - Championships in

San Diego
Feb.
9- HSU vs. Alumni @

68

>

Feb.
23 - Santa Cruz
@ HSU
@2p.m.*
March
9 - Stanislaus St. @
HSU
@ 4 p.m. *
March 15 - Chico
@ HSU @
8 p.m. ° ‘ee
% 7

¢*

te Ta eater WDD

Mi
:

'

©
* All home games are played
in Redwood Bowl.

1 p.m. *

Rugby

8

hve

April7- HSU @ Chico@

to

2- HSU @ U.C. Santa
Cruz

"

@1p.m.

and held at Manila Community

Jan. 26 - U. Pacific @ HSU *

Hay

+...

March 31 - HSU @ Stanislaus

* All home games
are at 1 p.m.

sign up. Contact Jenn Wilson
at jmw16@humboldt.edu.
For a history of the team log
on www.humboldt.edu/~ejo.

Feb.

@1pme

ey eB

Players still ead

HSU Men’s

@ 12 p.m.
March 24 - HSU
@ U. Reno@
pm.
. March 30 - HSU @ Hayward

April 20 - Playoffs, TBA

. and exhibition games TBA. .
VRS

March 23 - HSU @ U. Pacific

: Feb. 9- Oregon @ HSU *
Feb. 16 - U.S.F @ HSU *
Feb 23 - Stanford @ HSU *
March 2 - HSU @ San Jose
State
March 9- HSU @ Santa Clara
March 30 - Santa Rosa J.C. @
HSU *
April 6 - HSU @ Cal Maritime
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Emily

Lyons,

RN

“Twill Survivor
not of sta
ay down.”
clinic
speaks at HSU

“| will not stay down.”
On January
29, 1998, Emily Lyons was at

photo

Thursday, January 24

work at a women’s health care clinic in

Birmingham, Alabama when a bomb
exploded outside the clinic - murdering

a policeman and seriously injuring Emily.

3:30 = 4:30 p.m.

Collen takes reins as

Goodwin Forum

interim sports boss
Vacancy left by Mike Swan now filled

“The clinics will stay open, the workers will continue to come, the patients will continue to come.”

Former
HSU _ volleyball
coach Dan Collen has been
named interim athletic direc-

tor, filling the vacancy left by

(J Six Rivers Planned Parenthood 2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka « 442-5709

the resignation of Mike Swan
in late November.

_Vice President of Student

administration and reporting

jacks head coach for four sea-

lines of ‘HSU Athletics will be
transferred from academic affairs to student affairs, under
Butler’s leadership.

sons from 1989 to 1992 and compiled a career record of 83-44,
including a 31-7 record in 1990
with coach Julie Ortman.

EVERYTHING!

He was an assistant coach

tion carefully and received con-

for the HSU women’s volleyball

siderable input from a variety

team and the head coach of the
men’s club team from 1977-79.
Previously, Collen was the
coach of College of the Redwoods volleyball team in 1981
and also coached high school
and numerous nationallyranked USVBA teams.
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THE TREASURES OF

ee

MAY3° 5 © $365 PPDOY $530 SGL

PPDO/ $1945 SINGLE PLUS AIRFARE

Ina: RT Tranepertation t Too Nights At Chasealor Hol GISEL

MAR 227 04 © $380, PPDO Jackie Schultz - Tour Escort

"Four Professional Speekers On A Cruise Ship To Aleskal

THEATER
WEEKEND
- Fucene. or
Riverdance The Show * Eugene Actors Cabaret Show
Two CELTIC TOURS

}

bleed

Jackie Schulte Escort » Henry & Carol Robertson, Host
& Hostess
$.R. BALLET CO. PRESENTS
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the community, along with
knowledge and experience in

Collen, who was born in Cor-

pus Christi, Texas, resides in
Arcata with his wife and their

For Collen, the position is the - three children.
;
“What attracts me to this posecond interim role he has

z
in
|

standing management skills,
and proven leadership within

athletics, Dan Collen brings all
those elements to the position.”

2817 F St. ¢ Eureka © 269-9560

He served as the Lumber-

“We’ve examined the posi-

ate person to fill this vacancy

es* 25%% OF FB

about contributing to that and
in any way possible that will
move the program forward.”
Collen has coached volleyball at the college, high school
and United States Volleyball

Association levels since 1977.

would be,” Butler said. “We
looked for someone with out-

Thru January 31 st

students with a quality academic experience. I’m excited

Affairs Steven Butler made the
announcement before finals
week ended. As of Jan. 1, the

of sources on who the appropri-

*
1031 H St. ¢ Arcata ¢ 7a

by Sean Canton

filled this year. He assumed direction of the women’s volleyball team in the fall, guiding
the Jacks through a much-improved 2001 season.
Collen has vast administrative experience, having served
in various roles with HSU’s
Center Activities for the past 21
years, including his current
position as director.
He has served a variety of

that student-athletes make.”
Butler said a nationwide

search to fill the athletic director position will begin early in
2002, with the goal of naming
a permanent successor to
nonprofit organizations, in- . Swan, who filled the role for
‘ cluding the management of the
two-and-a-half years, by the
Arcata Community Pool and as
end of the academic year.
past president of the Arcata
“As we begin our search for
Chamber of Commerce.
an athletic director, we need
“I have a lot of loyalty to the ongoing management and
department and the university,
leadership, and we know that
from my years as a student, a
Dan will work hard to work
coach and anemployee,” Collen . with coaches and staff to take
said in a press release. “There's
the program forward,” Butler
a long tradition within the athsaid.
letics program of providing
* .compuan sy HuaTwen Sunce.an
eb.

OORUALDOMSUL TANTS TO SERVE Our"

sition is the strong support athletics has from the campus and
community,” Collen said.
“With that support, we'll emphasize fund-raising efforts
and the positive contributions
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‘Men’s B-ball breaks winning streak
Game loss disappointing, but team comes back with a win
It was a fight to the finish,

Fred Hooks scored the first
six points of the break before
Central rallied behind Justin
Thompson, increasing its lead

with the No. 10 ranked HSU
taking on its rivals.
Central Washington leaped
out to a 26-point lead over HSU.

to 28 points.
Again, the ‘Jacks came back,

But the ’Jacks staged a valiant
rally to pull within four before
falling, 88-74, suffering their
first loss of the season.

“It comes down to intensity
and lack of readiness to play,”
coach Tom Wood said. “(Cen-

tral Washington) was playing
with a fever while we were
looking for a comfort zone.”
The Wildcats’ had a 68-per-

cent first half shooting effort
that included hitting 8-of-9
three-pointers.

The

‘Jacks,

a 37-percent effort, and trailed
51-25 at the break.
Central went to Sam Moore
in the early minutes, and the

forward responded with eight
first half points. And as the

“T’m not going to change my

nailing three-pointers and forcing turnovers to pull within

opinionof who we are,” Wood
said. “We've been professional
after wins and we’ll be profes-

four points with just under five

sional after losses. We’re going

minutes remaining. Issac
Gildea nailed a trio of threes

to have to go out and do it again

and Hooks caught fire in the
paint before Central held on
when the ‘Jacks were forced to

anything from this.”
Two days after suffering

foul down the stretch.
“T’ve seen it before, when you
‘ fight back from a tremendous

meanwhile, struggled through

' Central was led by John . energy level of some of our
Townsan’s 22 points, while
Terry Thompson had 16 and
Scott Freymond contributed 15.

deficit but it becomes even
harder to go pasta team,” Wood
said. “We just didn’t quite have
that discipline that you need in
those moments.”
Hooks finished with team

highs in points and rebounds,
scoring 28 and pulling down 10

Wildcats were making noise on

boards. Gildea scored 15 points
and Jeremy Robinson had 11

their offensive end, the 'Jacks

for the Lumberjacks, who fell to

fell silent at their own basket. . 5-1 in GNAC play.

Saturday. We’ll see if we learn

their first defeat of the season

at Central Washington, the
Lumberjacks rallied behind a
pressing defense to defeat the
St. Martin’s College Saints, 8870 on Saturday.

Wood utilized his bench in a
platoon system during a tight
first half, then watched his
team explode offensively in the
second half on the way to the

win. Hooks led the way with 22
points and 12 rebounds while

Austin Nichols added 21 points.
“I’ve been too conservative

on the road, trying to save the

an all-around game for HSU,
scoring 15 points that included

players,” Wood said. “We got
away from being energized, and
running the mass substitution
allowed us to sustain our press
the full 20 minutes. That got to

4-of-5 shooting from three-point
Saint Martin’s (6-10, 4-4),
which saw its four-game win-

ning streak snapped,

them in the second.”
Junior
guard
J’ontar
Coleman saw his first extended

trailed

only 37-34 at the break. Gerrit
Eades kept the Saints in con-

playing time since coming back
from a broken wrist two weeks
ago. Coleman contributed nine
points to the ‘Jacks’ surging attack while also dishing two as-

big GNAC battles in the East
Gym this week.

sists and making a steal.
“It’s nice to see him out
there,” Wood said. “He and the

~compan
sy Heatnen Suncerap

tention with a team-high 27
points and 10 rebounds.
HSU returns home for two

other guys came off the bench,
extended the lead and allowed
the starters to get some rest.”

The Lumberjacks (15-1 overall, 5-1 GNAC) kept pace
through a close first half, then

opened the second half with a
21-7run. Issac Gildea hit three
three-pointers during the outburst on his way to 11 points on
the evening.
Mark White also contributed

Regular priced shoes and boots 40%
chu
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ied
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Anti-American speech
should be banned
I consider myself a fine
lover of music. Because of
this I was excited to see a
section of your Dec. 12th isa
to
dedicated
sue

“Humboldt

Music

Spot-

I think local bands and

young artists need to be supported as much as possible.

However, being one of the

audience members at the
“post-emo
where
show
hardcore” band “Winston

Smith rock(ed) The Depot,”
Iam appalled that Scene editor Matt Crawford decided to

waste valuable Lumberjack
space.on this band.

I went to the show to hear
some good music and be entertained.
Instead
I heard
the

and

rantings

ravings

of

three people who sounded

then mumore like terrorists
sicians.
They were trying to draw
parallels between George
Orwell’s book “1984” and

what the U.S. government is
doing now.

As if everyone doesn’t

Se
a

ing about the ills of communism.
The members of Winston
Smith went on to insinuate that
our government is lying to us and
that we don’t live in a free society.

If they believe that, I agree with
Rush Limbaugh who says they

should be sent over to Afghanistan and see how free that society

light.”

"My

know that “1984” is a book speak-

is.
Winston Smith is just another
example of how god-fearing
Americans are made to feel
ashamed of being from the best

country onearth.

I am so agitated I can barely
comment on these claims but
even if they were true, what possible benefit would there be to air-

ing our country’s dirty laundry at
atime of national emergency?
One last example of why Winston Smith should not only never
be written about in The Lumber-

jack but be permanently silenced
ig. the rhetoric they espoused
against Pacific Lumber.

They said that MAXXAM/Pa-

cific

Lumber

eae

workers

and

As always, we will try to produce a balanced

ee

and

Charles

Hurwitz were exploiting their

sta

ee

|

In one song, Winston Smith explicitly claims, that protesters
were beaten at the 2000 Republican National convention.

Humboldt’s

economy.
We from Humboldt County

have heard claims like this before and they are usually made
by communists.
I normally support all sorts
of freedoms, but we are at war
and need to set some limits be-

cause free speech ain’t free.
The Lumberjack is a paper
paid for by the CSU system with
government funds.

The Depot was built with government funds.
How longcan we allow bands
like Winston Smith to benefit
from these government handouts?
They want a revolution to oc-

cur on United States soil and

they expect the Unites States to
pay for it.
I urge The Lumberjack and

all patriotic Americans to boycott all anti-American bands
like Winston Smith.
No amount of love for music

is worth trading in your love for
your country.
Jason Shook

Arcata resident
payed
is not ck
*The Lumberja
for by money from CSU. See
age 2 for more details.
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You’re never too old to learn from a ch
Ada y of pretend teaches a college student what life is really about
While

immediately changed into our
bathing suits and headed for

visiting my
family

the hot tub.

For two hours Sonali and I
went from the small warm

over

ocean — the hot tub — to the

break,
one of

big ocean — the pool.
We went fishing (for leaves),

my top
priori-

barbecued them (on the picnic

ties
with my

table) and had them for dinner.
We raced against imaginary

was to hang out
godsister.
My godsister Sonali
is 5 years
and 4 months old. (Yes, the 4

months

competitors; I won all my
races, and she won all hers,

and right before we got out,
Sonali won 1,000 trophies for
her sliding down the handrail

is important when

you’re that age.)
Sonali’s father Alan was a

Let’s pretend ...

' a chance to spend time with
Sonali since Alan’s memorial
service a few months ago.
One day while visiting the

Ah, to be a child again. At

first
I thought it might
be hard
to pretend.

and I had a play date.
to my parents’ house where we

calling

with Sonali

throwing Sonali in the air.

friends that my
parents and I got
to speak to as
well.

and
her
mom.
Late
in
the
after-

You know
dren?

While leaving
the pool after our

noon I was
sitting on a

second visit of
the day, Sonali
turned to me and
said, “My dad

chair with
my
legs
crossed, and
Sonali

would have really

grabbed my

like to be here to-

hands

Wetalkedabout |

5y Christine Bensen

They’re pure and innocent.
They

say what

they

agendas.
Sonali wanted to think of her

father, and so for a few moments, I was able to be a vehicle
of Alan’s love for his daughter.
She just asked me; she didn’t
cry; she wasn’t sad. She just
asked me for that simple favor.

and

‘stood on one
of my feet.

As my eyes filled with tears,
I looked at this beautiful child
and pretended that I was as

“Throw

McDonald’s where Sonali got

Sonali in the pool and her

she replied.

Sires.

lunch

mean.

There are no trips or hidden

berjack ee

had a late

when we used to
swim at-her parents’ house
when she was little and about

why I love chil-

at

We

Our day started with a drive

were sore for days cause the
next 20 minutes was spent

time

the last time her family had
come over, pre-Sept. 11, and
how much fun had been spent
at the pool — Alan throwing

in the end I decided to go with
it and we had a fabulous time.

interview to do, and so Sonali

spent

more

Well, needless to say, my legs

me in the air
with your leg.”
I tried, but it wasn’t as easy
as it may seem, and I explained
that to her.
“My dad used to do that, and
it makes me feel like he’s here,”

I haven’t really played like
that since the early 1990s, but

Bay Area, Sonali’s mom had an

laughing and playing.
The next day I spent some

Happy Meal, and so most of the
afternoon was

day. He loved the | somethin’ A Lilfle Crazy
water.”
Ng

into the hot tub contest.

Flight 93 hero and I hadn’t had

a french fry cell phone in her

strong as her father and with

ease I threw her in the air.

|

Christine is the Opinion editor and invites you to write let-

ters and comments to The Lum'

Swimming with the fishes
A ~~

love builds appreciation of gracefulness, taste; collection of nicknacks and plates
Whenever

topic

of

the

day.

And it is that same “butterflies” feel-

fish

ing of wonder you get when you first see
a salmon battling its way upstream
community
against the raging
waters to return to
spawn in the water
'
ie
m
where it was born.
|
ft
f

comes up I tend to
get excited
and re-

ally ramble.
People
who
know me understand that Ihavea
accu-:

rately — an odd

up a small fish ladder or, even better, a
waterfall, you sense
how powerful they
are and how singleminded they become about getting
up the river.

fascination with

fish.
;
I like to read and learn about them.
Nothing is quite like the feeling of
swimming with fish, especially the big
ones that aren’t afraid of humans.
In fact, because it was so commonly
known among my friends and family

tive

agencies and universities get involved and work
togetherto accom-

son

earliest fishes of

ing poles.

the Paleozoic era,

I used to fish a lot and I enjoyed eat-

steelhead popula-

roughly 500 mil-

ing the fresh trout, crappie, catfish, bass

tions’ decline in
California’s
streams and rivers.

lion years ago, is
astonishing.
Evolutionary

break from fishing the last few years. .

dwindling

numbers

both

Random

a

Science

forces,
a water en-

of fish,

freshwater

cies

to hook the fish and fight to drag them

Torepeat,
that is 27,000 species of fish
that have been identified by scientists,
which means that more than 27,000
variations of fish and chips exist.
Technically and physically speaking,
fish are cool, but the way they taste

ed

creeks, I just want to swim. I don’t want
to shore, I just want to swim with them

ae ne pm

ference restoring fish populations to
healthier numbers so as to be self-sufficient.
The cooperative spirit and hard work
of the Humboldtae Action Council’s

MU

Now, when I head to the rivers or

vironment and a

amazing resilience,
that is makingadif-

t

or lingcod I caught. But I have taken a

oe

and marine, can
have
allo
e
‘most often be atBy Ne athan Rushton
fish to be sculpted
tributed to careless
into a seemingly
human activity.
never-ending arBut it is the selfless work of a few dediray of perfectly adapted oddities, as well
cated humans, along with the fishes
as precision-engineered machines.

b e eicddeateddluiedes

appreciate eating fish by only interacting with them in restaurants.
Poking around a well-stocked meat
section of the supermarket will help expand your horizons, but there still is
something missing.
It isn’t just about eating them.

and

The

salmon

h

government

grilled, baked or fried and even raw
can’t be beat.
But I don’t think that you can truly

nating animals .
You have to get out there and swim
represented by
with them on their turf. You have to get
more than 27,000
in a river, lake or ocean and let go of the
species.
land. Then you can watch them watch
The diverse evoyou.
lutionary exploIf you develop any sort of hunger for
sion that has radithem, you can always make arrangements
to come back later with some fishated out from the

It is sad to see na-

that I loved fish, I began receiving fishrelated gifts for birthdays and Christmas early on in my life.
It had an exponentially snowballing
effect.
Once a friend visits your house and
sees how many fish plates, nicknacks,
paintings and posters you have, you
know what they are going to think to
buy you when they give gifts? More fish.
There truly is something mystical
and magical about fish. They have a way
of getting under your skin and when
you make the connection, it can last a
lifetime.
The butterflies-in-the-stomach feeling
you get as a kid when you catch your
first fish is exactly the same after a life. time of fishing and you set your hook
into a “big one” on'the last cast of the

members,

cavouweee HES R@MMNG FISH

deep connection
— or more

salmon and steelhead trap and hatchery
on Freshwater Creek is a beautiful example of the success possible when

and enjoy their company.
I try and glide as effortlessly as fish
do through the water, and I realize what
aclunky humaniam.
—
But fish can’t hike through the mountains — another favorite thingof mine
to do — so I don’t feel so bad about being clunky in the water.
Nathan Rushton is the Science editor

and as you probably figured out, he loves
Sish.
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e free
America godthdoesn
't argue
As longas your
As I sat

“switching

back and
forth be“tween re--Tuns
of
“Saturday

Night
| Live” and
~ “Larry
Kin zg
Live,” I got some of my best
thinking in months done.
Not that there is anything

wrong with school.
‘
We all need some of the
mindless tranquilizers that we

_ call required classes.

aly

But I think that I hadn’t re-

had a chance to fully recu-

with mine

Doesn’t it follow that a god
like that would not be OK with
has the ideal form of governa country that says people
ment.
It is stable because it is the | should be allowed to worship
anyone they choose?
perfect form of government.
I don’t know, but the whole
Though, I think both of those
‘thing can be described as folclaims are arguable.
lows: What is freedom and how
I think the big lesson to be
learned from the Sept. 11 at- do you protect it and cherish it
tacks and the Muslim fringe-. if what you would chose to do
group terrorism is rather | as your freedom allows is to relinquish all freedom and consimple, though.
There are few holes ina rep- trol.
Furthermore, what if your
resentative democracy, but they
freedom
are large holes.
comes at the
And one of the

I know, I know ... America

blaring

most

is that

holes

a

of

Goin'

Back

Come From

cost of oth-

?
r
\Wnateve

see, most

This prob-

perate from last semester.

people figure that

’ Tt was a very big and busy se-

god is more

ably doesn’t
make much

mester.

portant

I mean, a lot of classes plus a
world-altering event can have
an effect on a college student.
And I guess that is what I
thought about as I zoned out on

country.

cable television, something

that has been gone from my life
since I moved up here.
It has been a long year.

I thought about how things
could have gone differently if
Gore would have won the election.
I am not sure he would have

done a better job than Bush. At
least Bush has balls ... can
I say

that?
For the record, I came to the

conclusion that this thing was
a long time coming.

America has had this arrogant air about it for as long as I
have been alive.

I guess it can be expected,
from a government that has

lasted more than 200 years.
Anation that stable can start
to get a little bit of a big head.

You

im-

sense.

than

It’s
just
that I don’t
have classes
and home-

And I am not
one to argue with

that logic.
So what
pens when

god

is

not

work to keep

hapyour

OK

with your coun- by James Morgan
try?
Some
-people
have strong arguments that a democracy of any sort is kind of
at odds with god.
Take the Western God, isn’t
it always right?
So what it says to do, you
have to do.
You don’t get a choice, or you
might feel the wrath of your

god.

.

Now take a second to imagine if your god said that no

other god was acceptable.
In fact, it challenged you and
your people to liberate all the:
captives of the other god(s) and
bring them back to its glory.

me thinking
linearly.

Clearly,

my
break
from school,
as enjoyable
as it may

have been, has left me in a
world of confusing logic and
too much free time.

At least
my free time will
soon be a distant memory.

James Morgan is the online

editor, and he wants his freedom
to be taken away and replaced
by college requirements and an

obligation to his future ... so he
with an..
rned
to school
has retu
glee onehis
look of abl
indescrib

face.

ARE YOUR EYES TIRED AND SORE?
SICK OF READING? JUST LOOK AT THE
GRAPHICS AND COME BACK LATER.
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OPINION °45

Author questions government’s motives
War on terrorism just another scam for big companies to get oil
_ By Dave Ross, Arcata resident

In 1998, Vice President Cheney, CEO
of Halliburton, the largest oil services

From what I’ve learned, the desire by

time when we have had a region emerge
as suddenly to become as strategically

U.S. oil corporations to control the
world’s limited oil supplies is the pri-

significant as the Caspian.”
Qne powerful U.S. oil corporation

' mary reason for the U.S. government’s
bombing and invasion of Afghanistan.
Most sectors of our industrialized
society are fueled by oil, including, in

ploit
the
‘Caspian Sea Ba-

part: transportation, energy, heating,

sin is Unocal. On

seeking

plastics, fertilizers, pesticides, etc.
The problem (aside from climate

*

Feb.

change) is that there is a finite supply

to ex-

1998,

Ted Rall reported in the San Francisco Chronicle
on Nov. 2, 2001,
“as recently as
1999, U.S. taxpayers paid the entire

Hugh

of Representatives committee,

Pope of

the Wall St. Journal, on Oct. 27,
1997, wrote that,
indeed, Unocal
had secured an
agreement from
the Taliban to

“Construction
of our proposed
pipeline

Af.-

ghanistan) can-

not begin until a
recognized government is in

case oil, and gas. Secondly, to funnel tax-

payer dollars (an additional 30-60 billion
this year) into the military-industrial
complex-the so-called “defense” industries-probably the greatest welfare scam

every
single
Taliban Government official.”

before the House

(through

tecting corporate investments, in this

annual salary of

of Unocal, spoke

GC

C

in history. Lastly, to repress dissent at

home (USA “PATRIOT” Act) and abroad
in neo-colonial regimes-puppet regimes
and all those caught in the debt bondage to the U.S.-dominated International

Monetary Fund, and World Bank.
Turn off your telescreensand check
out an amazing archive of independent
articles at www.thirdworldtraveler.com.

Readers can also pick up Z magazines

build the pipeline.
But the deal fell

|

or Multinational Monitor at Northtown
Books in Arcata for alternatives to the

place...”
vest
O
umn
through because
Enter
the
the Taliban harTaliban.
Congressman
Dana _ bored Osama Bin Laden and could not
subdue the tribal warlords of AfghaniRohrabachr, involved in Afghanistan
stan thus preventing a stable environsince the early 1980's, testified before the
ment for a pipeline.
Senate Foreign Relations SubcommitI have no doubt that a more complitee: “... There is and has been a covert

Thankfully, there is already a pipeline
in Turkmenistan adjoining the Caspian

Sea in which oil corporations could ex-

:

12,

—

John J Maresca,
Vice-President

of oil in the world, which is rapidly
dwindling.
Whoever controls the oil supplies of
the world will command great power
and wealth.
The Caspian Sea Basin, located north
of Iran is one of the largest untapped
reservoirs of oil in the world.
An oil pipeline through Iran would be
the shortest distance to the sea and
Asian markets, but the U.S. doesn’t have
their Man, the Shah, in Iran anymore.
Thus, security for a pipeline could not

a
ae

the Taliban...(under)... the assumption
that the Taliban would bring stability
to Afghanistan and permit the building
of ‘oil pipelines from Central Asia
through Afghanistan to Pakistan...”

corporation stated, “I cannot think of a

- the immensely powerful transnational

ant regime will be installed that will
serve the oil corporations with proper
respect and mutual enrichment. _
The “war on terrorism” is a
smokescreen
just as the “war
on drugs”
and the “cold war;” A smokescreen obscuring what the economic and political elites really want: to militarily intervene in any country they desire, pro-

policy by this Administration
to support

tend through Afghanistan and Pakistan
to the Arabian Sea for export.

Sick of
swinging

and profit-driven “Free Press.”

being a
single?

Tactfulness has
never

Look to a new social

Horoscopes
by

mindless drumbeat for war brought to
you by the corporate-owned, advertising-dependent, government-influenced,

circle for a quick fix
that may end up
permenant.

Chill out and stop '

Star G. Azer

so

You’re back in the
game and the ladies .
and/or dudes .

uptight.

Kindness is its own
reward.

loven it. Spiceup
week

to a maximum

b;

wearing a red shirt.
Jul. 23 - Aug. 22

. Loosen up a little.
Wishing it was

still the age of

Aquarius? Well

April
20 - May 20

enjoy ahikeinthefor- ...

est. See Sports page ..

this horoscope is about you.

's not so get over

Get your little

| black dress to the:
~ ghoes and dust off.

| your party hat. Your

@. mood, will

—

Hey here’s an idea,

You’re so vain, you probably think

~- proven very roreate

q
=a

Explore the hori- zons, reach out and.
touch so

mebody and

don’t forgetto spoil

"a yourself
awhile.

once

in

your

extra hard this week
andf the rewards

Mar.21- Apr 19 |
being

been

strong suit— but try

-
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are people too

respect

beta

aly

mag

{So mellow out and show a
Ew. I’ve been back on cam-

“There’s no smoking in this

pus for about two weeks and

area, you need to be 25 feet

already

peated nebe
apn

People
are
rude. When I first
visited the North
Coast almost four

years ago now,
my first impression
nice

was.
They

“eG

break. (Yes, thatmeanssmok-

“maybe.”

inga cigarette. We’rejournal-

ae ma

ists after all.)I must admit we

—

were clearly in the nonsmokingareabutnoonewasreally

NRPI junio ,
:
ey

around.

:

“*V'd like to see more about

surfing, hiking and

“kayaking. om ;alternative out

apotias

“Don
Les

:

;

:

Still

—

Wooden

NRPI senior
Ce

é

whereelseif its really affecting
you.

then ask me to smoke some-

. Iused totell people how HSU

—

= different because : was sO

f

mellow. I hope to see glimpses
of that in my last semester.

n
Tuesday(our lovely first day

Don’t you?

back),aUPDofficerwalkedby

Leann Whitten is the ‘Jack's

and didn’t even blink after see-

managing editor and despite

ing the cigarettes.
I’ve only been asmoker for
about ayear,solcanstillre-

her fight for smokers’ rights, she
will eventually quit for her hot

member how it felt to walk

boyfriend.

This

osity, but most of

helped

has

my

that no one has
been preachy. Not

asking
about
my.
goal to

yet, anyway.
I went without
smoking for a few
days over break,

I fear it is like
having a Diet
Coke with a
Big Mac.

ing less than half
of what I was before break - which
was already less

don’t smoke
for my health,I
came to the realization over

ing individual.

I thought I would write to

let you all know how I am do-

00

Cc

er

i

h

S

Aft

than a pack a day.

ie
’

Austin
I
by Emi

»reak that I
love to run.

I have bad days,
I

in many
health
although
ways,

But just as I

andamnowsmok-

where

I

smoke

changed

my attitude about my health. I
run not to lose weight or keep
in good health, but simply for.
the joy of running.
I’ve done these things— the
drinking water and exercising
— for 21 days now. I’ve heard
_ that classifies it for a habit.

First, I must say the health
situation got much worse before it got better. The coughing became nearly unbearable. I used the stress of finala
week as an.excuse tonot give
100 percent until winter
break.

much more, and good days,
where I smoke much less.
I find myself enjoying the
taste and feel of smoking less.
§ Idon’t know if you are all disappointed in me. Letting you
know of my basic desire tobe
smoke-free. was the first big

Christmas. Oh heck. I might
as well put it off until the
New Year!
But no! I could not wait.

you havea problem.
I guess the next step istoactually do it. I’m not ready to
make any promises, but I will

row what you can do today.
lamaprocrastinator about
nearly everything, but the
above statement is true for
me when I know it will notbe
any easier for me whether I
do it today or tomorrow.
Smoking is like that. It is
not easy for me today, but will
not get easier for me the
longer I put it off.

System, suggested waiting five
give up. If you are trying to
when I want a smoke.
minutes
quit, don’t give up, yet, either.
It helps, but I still. have to
On the other hand, I have
quit. started some new and imMay is just a few short
proved habits.
months away. Maybe! cando it
Although it does not erase
.
the bad habit of pollutingmy _ by then.
lungs, it helps remind me to
Emi Austin is the editor in
smoke less.
chief and will keep you posted.
Since Jan. 1, Liens been runin Mayand hopes
Shegraduates
regular schedule and
ningona

Then, I'd wait until after

Never put off until tomor-

all of your
I so appreciate

Se
eqs. -

few feet and
turned around.

Why don’t you smile? And

have.
been_

ing on that endeavor.

oie
tes

cluding the person you just
snapped at.

all, I appreciate

a
to
nonsmok-

”

wetted in" high, school.

Habit irae

ing at the same
time isn’t it 15
feet?
She walked a

of you

revert

I

a wildlife venlor

edged her, think-

| Quitting an old habit is harder than making a new one
Alot

kehNewlnd:

_

Everyone has bad days in-

tryi ree

oorsman

_ “Wrestling be

don’t even know?

“I wasn’t Kid-

Guest Column

my co-workers
and I were outside taking a

_watch it, More badminton

Zach Burke

must

About a si

pong and j ,ike to
__ ping pong

nk

.

have graduated.

llove

"More ping k

was how
everyone

through someone else’s smoke.
It didn’t bother me.
But if it did, I know I
wouldn’t have the gall to be
rudetosomeone.
—
Why be rude to someone you

away from the
door,” some girl
told us.
“Thank you,”
we all acknowl-

I’m an-

noyed.

a

~
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step forme. It islikeadmitting

Now to finda way to replace

my bad habit with a good one
and I will be on the way to perfect health.
Moses, a bus driver for

keep trying. I’m not ready to

Arcata & Mad River Transit

drinkingat least three quarts

(Ihope, I hope) to be truly smoke-

of water a day.

Sree by then.
Vive

SaVG8. iad Lemaeaawes cwaessunensndll
‘
Augen
e

__Chassirieps
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CAVEAT EMPTOR
2 you

dap,
Fale ase mya sate
requesting money to
or giving

s in-

@ credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify
the authenticity of the company. The Lumber-

just
And

ome-

aw
any offers advertised.

FOR SALE

HSU

MACINTOSH: PowerMac
7100 with G3

hpses
ster.

upgrade
card, 64 MB RAM, new 4.0 gig

internal hard drive, 56K modem, exter-

nal zip drive. 15” color monitor included.
$400 OBO. E-mail cgb1 @humboldt.edu.

ack’s
spite
Ss, she
r hot

HELP WANTED

The Lumberjack « ww

Sao
ee
experience that can make
a differ.

pa a
real
and had in Africa.
NosedTraining,

expenses.
Support
available.
www.cctg.org — (530) 467-4082.

WORK/STUDY
Summer

TRADE

workshop

change for multi-faceted
office work,
inning ASAP. Contact: Melanie

Thbodesue SEI, Carbondale, CO.
sei @solarenergy.
— (970) 963Soak. wewnnbintenenyon.
#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas

&

pat poet Spaces ied ay °F
up and book now! (800) 234-7007.
.endiesssummertou

—

Don't wait on pins and needles to get the
freshest scoop of campus, community and

GYMNASTICS/CREATIVE MOVEMENT INSTRUCT
4 - 12 OR:
hours per
week, $7.10 per hour. Teach movement, to children
exercise and gymnasti
cs2 - ing for teachers. Instruction
begins on
6 year
old ors7 — 18 years
old. Must be
June 24, 2002 and ends on July 26
work18 years old and have experience
2002. If you are interested
in teaching
classes at Upward Bound call 826-3553
or come by NHE room 203 on campus
Deadline is February
—
22,

OPPORTUNITIES
$2.99 PER MIN. MUST BE 18 YRS.

-.. S@tv-U
(619) 645-8434.

FEMALE NUDE MODELS WANTED:
with long hair and beautiful curves for
fine art outdoor photography
Profea-

thejeck.org « Te Lumberjack

sports news ..

Subscribe —
to The Lumberjack and rest assured:
YOU WON'T MISS OUT,

PROJ
UPWARDEC
BOUND T
‘is looking for resident mentors for the 2002
summer academ
The session
y.
begins

$14 per year « $7 per semester |

“on June22, 2002 and ends July 27,
2002. Interested applicants can call 8263553 or stop by NHE room 203 on campus for more information.

NAME

deadline
is February 8, 2002.

sional photographer
will trade up to

; See

mae” & Brien fet yaur‘poeing,

STREET ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP
SEND YOUR CHECK, PAYABTOLE
THE LUMBERJACK,
TO:
- HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

~-

TOYOTA

<>

(free inspection & estimate)
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y

AUTOMOTIVE
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* Clutches « Engine Overhauls

* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

ne

822 -3770

Q
vA

¢ Electrical Repairs
* Cooling Systems

513

J

Street,

Arcata

Loaner

Bikes

Available

N EVERY

a

DAY
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